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THE SCHOOL JANITOR : A' STUDY OF THE FUNCEONS
AND ADMINISTRATION OF SCHOOL-JANITOR SERV-
ICE.'

Chapter I.
INTRODUCTION.

REASONS FOR MAKING THE STUDY.

There are three reasons why the following study of the school janitor service
has beep made:

1. The importance of the janitor's position in a modern school system.
This is seen by a consideration, especially, of his relation to the up-keep
and sanitatiq of buildings in its charge, the health and safety of their
occupants, the educative value of the janitor's work, and his influence upon
pupils from a moral standpoint during the years most vital in the formation
of character. These various relations are discussed in some detail in Chapter II.

2. The nonappreciation of the janitor's importance on the part of school
officials and the public generally.

3. No comprehensive study of the subject has heretofore been made.
From these considerations, the neesi for such a study seems conclusive. If

school boards, superintendents, principals, teachers, parents, and janitors them-
selves can be led to understand and appreciate the importance of the janitor as a
responsible school officer, and can be shown wherein the service should be im-
pr4Ted and the methods by which this:may be accomplished, it ij believed that
a valuable service will have been rendered to the cause of public education.

OBJECTS OF THE STUDY.

Tn pursuing the study there have been two main objects of Investigation, as
follows:

1. The adnjinistration of school janitor service.
2. The functions of the school 'janitor.
The data and takussion In relation to administration are embraced.in Chap-

ter III, and inch such matters as the selection and appointment of janitors,
their ejmpensation, living and office Ituarters, rating and promotion, tenure,
method of employing and paying assistants, to whom janitors are responsible
and their supervision, anti the instruction and training of janitors.

Matters relating.to the functions of the janitor are included in Chapter IV,
under the generbi headings of daily cleaning of floors, periodic cleaning and
treatment of floors, dusting, washing windows, and cleaning toilets.

Numbers in parentheses in text refer to items of bibliography, p.
1
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A2 THE SCHOOL J'ANITOR.

PLAN AND METHOD OF STUDY.

Two lines of investigation have been Pursued, under the following plan and
method:

1. First of all, thorough research was made through the literatnre be:iring
on the subject, and any data which seems to be valuable and pertinent are
either included or reference is made to them. In the bibliography. 'Chapter
111, will he fotin4 vshat is believed to Ie ti fairly coniraete 11;71 of references to
.publicolous contatning information of any imp20.auee on jaltitors and Janitot,
servicA, These references are nil numbered( and when u citation to any
of them is tonde In the text, it is by the number corresponding to such pub-
lication in the bibliography.'' The sources embraced in this part of the
investigation may be grouped in the classes, us follows:

(a) Books on school hygiene, which, as a rule, contain a chapter each on
school housekeeping.

(h) Books on school administratiqx some of which also contain timpters
on the cleaning and care oft school buildings and grounds.

(c) Educational sur,veys. More than 50 school surveys were examinedall,
in fact, of any importance that have been made, so far as could be determined.
Most ot. these make some reference to the janitor service. About '25 of them
contain data of More or less value in showing the actual conditions in the
janitor service as found by the various survey experts and speinlists.

(4) School reports containing Information on the subject.
(e) Special artiele; in periodicals and in proceedings of educational asso-

ciations on various phases of the school Janitor question.
2. The second source of information was the replies received to a question-

naire sent to the superintendents of schools In all cities 'having a populath, of
2,500 or more. Following is the text of the questionnaire:
1. Are janitors se! eted and Appointed by civil service or merit system? .

(a) if so, d sample list of examintion questions or your Standard of require-
meats.

.(b) If not s leetyd. who passes upon quall5astions of applicants and recommends
th to school board for opointment?

(o) Is a physical examination required? /
2. Are janitors promoted on basis of merit or letigth of service?

If upon merit. who maims recommendation for promotion?
a. Do you have any school or classes for the Instruction and training of janitors, either

before or after appointment?
If so, what method is followed?

4. Do the Janitors employ their own assistants?
5. Who pays Janitors' assistants?
6. Are janitors employed for the entire year, qr for the school term only?
7. Wye salaries of janitors.

(a) Highest.
(bt Lowest.
(s) Average.

R. Stan' the basis, or bases, upon which the compensation of janitors is Axed.
9. Are janitors paid additional .amounts for estea service, e. g., when buildings lire used
. by tilde bodies?
10. Are janitors, in addition to salary, provided with living quarters?
11. To whOm are janitors repponsilpe?
12. Whitt method of cleaning doors is employed?

(a) Ordinary drYbroolvt
(b) Brush or broom with use of sweeping compound?
(r) Oiled brush?
(cli Vacuum cleaner?

I 13. How oftenore scrubbed?
14. (a). Are Soots _oiled?. lb) If so, bow often? (r) How Is all applied?
15. (low often is tinging ,daosi
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16. What method of dusting Is used?

ia) Feather duster?
(hi Damp cloth ?

.le Any other method?
17. How often are windows washed.?
15. [low often are toilets cleaned?

To what extent does the Janitor have responsibility for discipline of pupils upon
school premises?

20. Are Inuitors unionized?
Kindly send copy of school board rules and regulations regarding Janitors, andspecial reports, if any, relative to janitor's work.

Iu reply to this queStiouuaire 1309 returns were received. All answers
were first carefully tabulated under their proper heitdings, and summaries were
diet' wade of all replies to each question. The data thus summarized appear
in Hie various sections to which they belong througkut the study, .together
with whatever interpretation and diseussion they se to require.

A summary of results and conclusions growing out of the study will be
found in Chapter VI.

Chapter II.
IMPORTANCE OF THE SCHOOL JANITOR'S POSITION.

Some well-known specialists in education are of the opinion that the janitor
is about the most important person in a school system. Doctor Dressler says:
" The janitor of a modern schbol betiding is. next to- the principal, perhaps
the most important officer in the school" (90). 'Ferman expresses the saute
pinion in the following language: "The position of janitor is n very responsi-

ble one: no other individual about the school building, unless it is the principal,
has 4 much influence over conditions which affect the health of pupils (8).
Another eminent school authority says: "A good janitor is harder to replace
than a good teacher, and in most cases than a good prineipal "

These statements are not extravagant. Most people, novterei. fall to realize
their truth; in fact, most peoplednever go so, far as to give the subject any
thought at allnot even the mothers and fathers of the children. That
whim)] boards do not have an adequate conception of the importance of the
Janitor us a school officer is evidenced by the fact that most janitors are still
selected and appointed for personal or political reasons rather than on the
lands of merit ; and, strange to say, a great many superintendeuts and principals
also fail to appreciate the importance and responsibility of the janitor ass vitalnictor 'educstiou.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE JANITOR 'SERVICE.

The cause for the nonappreciation of the janitor's position is not far to seek.
It is due to the failure to Tealize that the requirements In 'this branch of the
public service have grown along with the advancement we have made In educa-
tional matters generally, and especially in the matter of School buildings. In
the days wlign almost any kind of a building was good enough for school pur-
poses.. the question of the janitor was not so important. About the only duties
he was expected ,to perform were those of building fires and sweeping. Now
there are literally scores of'duties for hint to perform, many of which are not
usually considered by those who employ hint. This development of the janitor's
duties, both in variety and importance, makes it necessary that be now be
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classed as a responsible and intelligent school officer, technically qualified to
manage a modern school building, and with kno*. dge and skill handling
and caring for its expensive equipment. *Folio are five general require-
nwnts showing the importance of the Janitor's Ilotion to the school and its
management. J

SAFEGUARDS VALUABLE PROPERTY.

It is a matter of no small importance that the care and safeguarding of
valuable school property rests upon the janitor. A man who is charged with
the management and care of fl building worth, say, $200,000. a heating plant
worth $30,000, and other mechanical equipment worth perhaps $2.5AXXVis a man
of some importancx, in the community ; and hundreds of Janitors have charge
of school plants costing many times more than the figures given. Moreover, the

"janitor is responsible for keeping a check on the use of fuel, light, water, anti
supplies to the amount of many thousands of dollars every year. The minium
practice of seleCting persons who are not suited for the positions, either by
nature or training, has frequently resulted in inefficient service, Wasted 5up-
plies, and early deterioration of valuable school plantS--to say nothing of the
indirect but far - reaching results which show themselves in school fatigue,
languor, sickness, and more or less-permanent hysieal ttefeets which the chil-
dren develop while in school and carry With them through life.

SETS HOUSEKEEPING STANDARDS.

In the second place, the Janitor sets the housekeeping standards of the
school. He is to the school what the housekeeper is to the home. His work
in setting conditions of right living is valuable as a fundimental means of
education. H. only sets standards of cleanliness and sanitary condi-
tion of floo , windows, toilets, basements, etc., but he also has large con-
trol over th attractiveness of rooms, yards, lawns, and .the entire premises.
The investigation shows that some buildings are not kept in a neat awl
cleanly condition, either inside or out, and that the grounds often present
a ragged and unkempt appearance. In one city having it population, of
1157,000 (27), in addition to the usual Receipt' tions of useless debris, the
basements of sehool_buildings are being used as ouses. In other cities
both buildings and grounds are clean, attractive, andoeverything is in order.

Obviously, one of the school's chief duties ill to inc dente in our children
a taste for "keatness and cleanliness, as well as an int ligent understanding
of their importancte. This should be done both by ecept and exayple.
Children from homes where housekeeping standards are high should not have.
them lowered at school, where they are supposed to .prepare for right living;
and children from homes in which the standards are too low should be
shown at school, as far as "possible, what correct housekeeping is. It is cer-
tain that the conditions under which children live in these schoolhouses
for 5 days a week, ihmonths a year, for 8 or 12 years, have much to do with
establishing their own standards and habits of cleanliness and order when
they leave school and set up homes of their own. Doctor Putnam.is probabl:
not far wrong in saying that we hOve been- running our schools too much
unper the impression that they Exist mainly to get childres through the grades,
or graduate them from high school, or prepare them lior college, or train
them to 'dale money, instead of keeping in view the true object"to make
good mothers and fathers of better children " (5).
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MORAL INFLUENCE OF THE JANITOR.

Again, the janitor's position-in the school is important from the moral stand-
point. The fact should be constantly borne in mind that we place ih our
sew.' 'buildings practically every citizen of the country at his most critical
ag the age' not only of most rapid physical growth and development. but
the ace when moral and intellectual standards are set up, and when character
and ideals are tormed. The janitors who preside over these buildings neces-
sarily come in close and intimate association with teachers and pupils, afford-
ing tally opportunity for moral service which must be tactfully and wisely
performed. The reports received show that in 60 Pet cent of the cities the
janitors have direct responsibility for discipline of pupils upon school premises.
This re§ponsibility extends all the way from merely reporting misdemeanors
and irregularities to teachers and principals, to general supervision and
authority at all times. In many cases the janitor has the same authority as
teachers for discipline during Relics1 hours, particularly at recess and noon,
and even greater responsibility before and after school. No teacher in a
school conics into more vital mntset with the boys -than the janitor, especially
in and around boys' toilets, In basements, eorri4dors, and on the grounds. Thu
position of school janitor, therefore, is not the place for .a man of uncertain
reputation or doubtful integrity: but along with his special training he should
he a man of high intelligence and sterling character.

LARGE CONTROL OVER HEALTH CONDITIONS.

Tbe janitor of a school building derives touch of his importance from the
large control be has over health conditions in which pupils and teachers mustlic. It is now generally twognized that the physical development of the
child is just as important as the mental. Physical envirdnment is the most
important factor, ire the lielflth and physical well-being of pupil7; and the
school °dicer who has most 'direct and continuous charge and control of Out
physical environment of school children is the janitor. The two details of
environment Md. most alToct health, .as well as efficiency, are schoolhouse
cleanliness and schoolhouse sir; and both cleanliness and the kind of air
which children must breathe wlidz the buildingits temperature, tablature,
degree of dustinessdepend largely upon the janitor.

Nervous disorders, dullness, pallor, 'olds, catarrh, and a group 4 symptom.
called "school fatigue," have come to be recognized as common accom
ments of the.educative process. Under these conditions, diphtheria, pneumo la,
and tuberculosis 'more easily develop. It is probable that the overhee ez-
cssively dry, dusty, and otherwise vitiated air of the average schoolroom, where
children are compelled to congregate and where their health habits and ideals
are formed, is largely responsible for the prevalence of these disorders, not
only in school but also in after life. Moreover, diseases are frequently spread
either by the germs being transmitted from one periou to another through the
air, or by a well person comingin direct contact with disease germs that have
been deposited on desks, furniture, tolletrfiztures, etc., which ha've not been
promptly and thoroughly disinfettO. Again, serious eyestrain may be caused
by accumulations of soot and dl wit pon schoolroom windows. And all these
things, in turn, have a direct bearing on, methods of-cleaning and manner of
handling the school plant, which, in their last analysis, rest upon the edeiency
and faithfulness of the japitor.

10820e-22-2
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RELATION TO FIRE HAZARDS .fiND SAFETY.

Perhaps the moat important matter resting upon tbe janitor In connectiGal
with his management and care of the "school plant, his responsibility in
relation to lire hazards and the safety of children.

IL W. Forster, lu bulletin. on Fire IrroteetIon f4ir Schools (4411, points
out that the most effective :mailman) against lire danger Is to prevent ires
from starting. This can only be done, of course, by removing, as far as pps-
tillAe, the causes from which tires originate. Some of the most common causes
of fires in skim), buildings are overheated furnaces and carelessness in tiring,
leaky gas pipes, careless use of matches by smokers, accidental ignition of waste
piper, spontaneous combustion among supplies and accumulations of rags,
waste, old materials, etc. It is evidl2t, therefore, that one of the principal
eletnenta In the removal of tire elite* In school buildings is efficient house-
keeping, and especially in keeping basements viten and in order.

Various inflammable li!luidtk, much as benzene, gasoline, alcohol, kerosene. linsetsi
oil, and turpentine. areottsed In nnetiou with technical courses in school, as
well as by the janitor for cleaning and other purposes. These liquids fre-
quently find their way into buildings in considerable quantities: Some of them
are spontaneously combustible and burn very rapidly when ignited, even to the
point of explosion. 'Whether or not all such 11411.11dS are kept Ln safety cans at
all Hines, and when not in use are carefully stored away In the safest possible
place, either within or outside of the inapt builditir, &et+ upon the intc:h.
genee and faithfulms0 of the janitor. Such materials are frequently felled
carelessly scattered around, or thrown together in a corner or thug: rooh in
the basement, along with accumulations of brae!) seats, broken ladders worn
oat bropme and mops, white, rugs and the like, some of which are more or less

. .saturated with oil or was and are subject to spontaneous eombilistiott
Such ac emulations of Inflammable Material.. old worn-out supplies. and lank

of all kinds, are responsible for the very eommon origin of fires In Imsettlynt..if
school buildings. The Indiana State hoard of health reports that more than
50 schoolhouse tires occur every year in the State of Indiana alone, and that
most of them originate In the basement. (4) The well-known Are in St. John'A
Parochial School, Peabody. Maw,- which occurred October, 25, 1015, and in
which 21 girls lost their livek started in the basement containing a lame
amount of combustible materials,

A janitor who is careless or Indifferent in regard to Are hazards, in the
smallest details, should not be tolerated under any circumstances. Ilia house-
keeping should not only be maintained at such a standard as to pmint arcs
as far as possible, but be should he familiar with and know how to use the
tire-fighting equipment, and thould know beforehand just 'what he will do hi
ease of fire. :itch simple precautions. as keeping matches in closed mein' or
glass eases, the prohibiting of smoking in any part of the building. and seeing
that all outside doors are kept unlocked during school hours are of the utmost
imp stance. When the disastrous Are occurred In the Lakeview Grammar
tishool at. Collinwood, Ohio, on March 4, 3908, one of the vestibule doors on
the first floor was bolted; a jam occurred there, the children became panic-
stricken, and 73 pupils and two teachers were Mimed to death.

From all of the foregoing, it is apparent that the intelligence and care Nn'
deed by the janitor in keeping the building clean, and his edtcleacy In handling
the entire school plant, constitate an important factor in safeguarding the tires
of millions of children dialing the time they ure required to stay in the school
buildings we provide for them.. :
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Chapter III. '.

ADMINISTRATION .OF JANITOR SERVICE..

L SELECTION AND APPOINTMENT

311:rit(s

4.

T. bind oni..ilitoit by civil s4,r% ice or
1.1K1 replies werP rerPl v(41. ( 11' thew, 796 it emery,'

213 " nicrtt and only 711. or l*, limns 7 pet rent, nporteil "chit
it, the nietlosi

it ,11, rtwilleItNi hint :111 cities-tut:lig the civil Service or merit ...tem In
;Ind ittitsdnituent of their sliding+) Janitorts frtilimIt a *ample list

of es:ni iilleictionit, or N St tinithern Its to their stand:IVA of mi 'Orel itetifv.
1`1'11"1 flint IheY glce no urirten or formal examination. and bone of
reibortitar "merit nn their' method submitted the ile.ired, li-t or state-
Thi. yowl-. to the conelmdon that in most of these casot the so-called

meta ,v .terse consists moinly of `41.141P oral questions. and .8 seit.ction made
4.1rzelv on the !Iwo/immolations wItteli the npplIcant Is able tat prodnee. This
inly !twat, that there i. an honest. inteltionit I 'if' rt Matte -to f44.Itre men who
are in !ruining and oxfwrIelicv rid* the position. or II may mean that
die aiildleant with the most inditentlal reetmmentintitviazet, the appointineut.
Whether or not he is the last man for the place,

PfIrde %I. EX 1 IN ATToN.

The Tlma). shim' that onl 7:1, or a little less than 7 per cord of tho
10117 eit les reportlin:, rehire applicants for the position of school Plinth!' to

PhYsteill rxumltintltm. This wonh,t E4Pefil indielfie that impn.rement fa
oetwhl' atom: iiiii.11)1111 ghon 11wt11h awl physical enduramv are
,,Nentini to successful and satisfactory janitor service.

4IncW if OM tir,colem ENDED.

Alt effort mats made to ascertain who pfisers upon. the quallacations of up-
Hir::111, and revomietiii. the board of isiticatIon In Oink., %encode
where the civil service or merit system Is not employed in the selection of

/ janitors. A summary of the roplies receivM is given in the follovhat table:

TAM .Nelectlote and appointment of janitors.
*'

'Omar:leaded by
Number

of
cases.

Rerammealase
Nitiabef

nt
(Asti.

i.i,,yorintenitent of schools 342 Secretary or Clerk of board .. 11141 Miner; and ground, committee of the Chiefemalaeor 4Inuit 41 Morns melnber of board 2Supoinindimt of buildings, custodian,
411' beiri janitors 41

Pont (cal ItMers
Basel acts as a whale withoal wont-

1

Committee on janitors 30 mendation 1STPrincipal 19
677

111/111144 TIIMM14111'.
tiProperty committee of board 12

Total,
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The summary shows that in the largest number, 342, o 50 per cent of the
cities, the superintendent of schools makes recomthendapon to the board ; in
41, the committee on buildings and grounds; and ta the same number, the '
superintendent or custodian of buildings. The committee on janitors recom-
mends in 30 cases, and the principal In -19; while in 157 cities the board acts
as a whole without outside recommendation. Only one of the cities reporting
had the courage to say that. recommendation for appointment of janitors 11

made by political leaders.

STANDARDS OF EFFICIENCY.

Several lists of examination questions were submitted by cities in which
janitors are selected and appointed through the civil service system. one of
these ( from Newark. N. J.) is reproduced under Appendix A, in the hope that
it may be suggOstive to schools desiring to introduce the civil service method
for determining the qualifications of applicants.

The importance of the janitor's Position should be sufficient reason for re-
quiring that in every case he 'pass 'an examination testing his fitness for the
work he is expected to perform. Competitive examinations for janitors are
just as necessary as for teachers, and all appointments should be made upon the
basis of merit and demonstrated fitness, and never because of political in-
fluence, personal friendship, or the whim of the school board.. Every school
system should adopt for itself a minimum standard, below which janitors
should not be allowed to fall. We have fairly well-established standards of
efficiency in many other kinds of public service, as well as in private affairs,
where less money is spent and where the service is less important from the
standpoint of public welfare. Elementary teachers in most cities receive less
-pay than the janitors, and yet they are required, very properly, to reach and
maintain standards of efficiency involving the expenditure of much time,
money, and effort. .

A few years ago the qualifications of a school janitor were not so exacting. but
. the proper operation and care of a modern school plant require a Mall with con-
siderable and varied scientific knowledge and training. He should not only
know how to build fires and keep them going, but he should know why a fairly
even temperature should he maintained, and what the injurious effects upon the
hn n "system are when rooms become excessively hot or cold.

II should not only know how to operate a ventilating system, but he should
have a clear understanding of the need of fresh, clean air, and the injurious
effects of stale, impure air.

A school- janitor should be required to have sufficient knowledge and training
in mechanics to be able to handle and care for gas engines, electric motors, and
switchboards, to control plumbing fixtures, to take proper precautions against
the spread of fires. understand the use and management of thermostats. and
the various modern aids to good sanitation. It is little short of a crime for a
city to go to the expense of erecting modern school buildings and equipping them
with up-to-date apparatus and fixtures, and then 'turn them over to janitors
who do not know how to care for them, and who do not have the intelligence
and training to understand their purpose or appreciate their value.

Before any one receives. an appointment as janitor, it should be known that
he has expert knowledge of the best modern methods of cleaning, sweeping,
dusting, and general sanitation. He should know how to oil floors and 'keep
theta in condition; he should know. the necessity for sweeping compounds and
how to make them. It is no Small task to keep several acres of floor apace neat

1 and sanitary in a schoolhouse full of children, and if a janitor is to be successful.
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be must not only have a genuine love for cleanliness himself, but he must know
bow to remove dirt and dust in the most elective manner. There is no sufficient
reason why scientific knowledge and methods should not rule in the janitor
service just as fully as in any other department of the school system.

Another matter that should always be carefully considered in the selection of
a school janitor is the element of character. He should be a man of good morals
and of good habits, and should have such a genuine interest In school boys as to
altogether discountenance any tendency towards vulgarity or improper conduct
in any part of the building or anywhere on the premises. In his daily contact
with, the boys in the basement, toilets, -halls, and on the playg`rounds, if he is
coarse. careless, and immoral, or is a mart of low or questionable habits; he will
necessarily exercise a degrading influence upon them.

H. COMPENSATION OF JANITORS.

SALARIES PAID.

It was requested in the questionnaire th 'ht each city state the highest, . the
lowest, and the average salary paid to its school janitors. The main object
in securing these data was to get the average salaries paid janitors for
the purposes of comparhig them with salaries a-paid other school officials,
especially teachers.

Taking the average of all the replies received on this point, it is found that
the average salary paid to janitors is $980.42. It should be noted that this
average is made up from cities in every section of the country, in some of
Illicit the salaries are very low., Furthermore, there is reason to believ.
that many cities, in getting the average submitted, included the very lowest
amounts paid assistants and helpers, some of which are for part time only.
If till such cases could be eliminated, as they should be, the general average
would he somewhat higher.

It should also be borne in mind that the _averages given are exclusive
of the additional compensation received for extra service, such as evening
schools, evening play centers, vacation schools,. vacation playgrounds, free
lectures, etc. This item would also raise the general average, inasmuch as
622 cities, or 65 pet cent of those reporting, pay additional amounts for such
extra service. A few cities also furnish living quarters to all or some of
their janitors, and the value of these is, likewise, not included in the averages
here given.

Even as it is, however, the average salary paid janitors, taking the country
over, is higher than the average salary paid elementary teachers. This is
indicated, in the first place,#by some of the survey reports. In the city of
Oakland, Calif. (28), for instance, it was found that kindergarten and ele-
mentary teachers are paid a minimum salary of $780, and a maximum of $1,201)
per annum. The minimum salary paid school janitors is $900, and the maxi-
mum $1,200 per annum. In Elyria, Ohio (21), at the time the survey was
made (1917), school janitors were paid from $840 to $1,260 per annum.

The median salary of elementaryteachers in Elyria was $700. The median
salary of janitors in elementary schools was $975, or $275 more than for
elementary teachers. The highest salary paid a principal of elementary schools.
was $887.50, or $372.50 less than the highest-paid janitor, and only $47.50
more than the lowest-paid janitor.
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In Table 2 are listed 50 cities in which are compared the averagetsalaries
of elementary teachers and the average salaries of Janitors in the some cities.
These cities are selected from all sections of the country, and are believed
to represent the situation generally. In every city, except one. janitors are
paid higher salaries than teachers--in some cases twice as much. The'singe
exception is the city of Boston. where the average for teachers is $1 more
than for janitors.

T.&vLi': 2..trerage ',curly salaries of elementary learltrrs, compared trilh
arerape salaries of janitors-tin certa.iit

Cities. Teaehen.1 Janitors. Ci(icA.

Phoenix, .(riz . Poll
Fre,mo, Calif 930
Denver, Colo. 5.52
Boise, Idaho (010
Moline, Ill 630

, Oak Park, Ill 730
Rockford, III.. 541
Indianapolis, Ind 761
Dubturie, Iowa.. 5:15
Iltiarshallt OW n, Iowa 600
Lawrence, (Cans 533
Newport, Ky 630
Augusta ,Me. al9
Boston, Mass 1,rel
Fall River, Mass 646
Malden, Mass 679
Kalamazoo, Mich 635
Duluth, Minn 724
Minneapolis, Minn. 517
Winona, Minn 577
Merldidlt, Miss 478
Missoula, Al ot i t 1,050
Grand Island, Nebr. 321
Ilackeusack, N. J 730
Paterson, N. J r

Teachers. hinituN.

E900 Raton, N. Nies
1,273

I Corning, N. I'
1,375 Dunkirk, N. Y
1,100 ('harlot to, N. 1'

lilt;
till)

51.2

1,200 Fargo, N. Dak 71:t ,(NMI
1,360 Cleveland, Ohio 791
1, IAI Dayton, Ohio. 651 son
1,140 Elyria Ohio

'Okla.
7110

1,116 Tulsa, 6o)1
1,056 Salem, Oros 67.5 CIO,

665 Easton, Pa. 546 91141
900 West Chester, l'a 600 1.112

York, Pa 45:11,00 Laurens, (' 473 721)
1,170 Sioux Falls, S. Dak 673
1,101 El Paso, Tex 657 !4X1
1,230 Marshall Tex 439 .111
1,2)1) Ogden, Utah 635 1. st2:1
1,260 Portsmouth, V a 459 1, ill

ono Riehinand, /a........ Us 1,1VA
720 i k:v Wash.ash. 865 1,2'24

1,280 Seattle, Wash.... 1,021 1,47(6
960 Kenosha, Win 385 1,3211
756 Madison, Wis 634 900

1,000 Cheyenne, Wyo .1°- 840 1.0'51

It is probable that salaries of teachers in some of the cities have been raised
during the past year. It Is also. true that teachers' salaries are for the school
term only, while 75 per cent of the janitors are employed for the entire year.
But an average Increase of as much as 50 per cent for teachers would still
not bring them up to the average salary of janitors. In fact, as late as June,
1919, about the time the data in regard to janitors,were collected, Dr. P. P.
Claxton, United States Commissioner of Education, stated that "the average
salary of school-teachers in the United States, 6t$),000 in elementary and MAI
schools, including principals and special supervisors and expert teachers, is
about $625 " (45), or about $355 a year less than the average salary of school
janitors. This does not mean, of course, that janitors are paid foo much;
but the salaries of janitors as compared with those of teachers have a direct
bearing upon the importance of the position, and the need of standardizing
this service through civil service entrance requirements, and In every possible
way endeavoring to put it on a professional basis.

BASIS. WV DETEIMDTIIITG COMPENSATION.

The important thing in connection with the compensation of janitors is sot
the specific rates of pay, but the basis upon which the salary schedule is made.'
Varying conditions in different cities and sections of the country will naturally
gofern the specific salaries paid, and consequently salaries, may be expected
to vary considerably; but the bases upon which wages are fixed are. capable
of being standardised, as they can be adapted to conditions in any
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Request was made in the questionnaire for a statement as to the basis, or
bases. upon which janitors' salaries are determined. Of the 573 cities.°report-
lag on this feature, 95 stated that they have no established bards: It is prob-
able that practically all of those which did not report likewise have no regular
basis upon which salaries are fixed. The various answers received are gym
In the following summary, Table 3, a glance at which will indicate the great
number and variety of factors which really enter Into the cost of cleaning
anti caring for a school building:

TABLE 3.

Factors used In determining the compensation of Janitors.
,

t' it les
report-

ing.

Site of building
179Number of rooms
167Sin' of building and grotunis

30Sire of building and kind or heating apparatus
Floor area

- 10Floor area, size of grouncis, typo of heating apparatus 13Size of 401001
11Size of building and grounds, and kind of cleaning equipment 7Floor and window area, size of grounds, kind of heating apparatus 6character, and condition of building 3N um Irr of rooms and amount of lloor area 3Union wage scale . 3e of building, number of windows, and type of heating apparatus
1Size of building, number of teachers, and pupils, area of lots and walks 1Floor area. paved are and mechanical equipment
1Cubic contents of building, glass area, yard, lawn, sidewalks
1Number of rooms, number of trees, sire of grounds, and kind of heating apparatus 1Floor area and amount of coal eAmsumed

N tauter of rooms, lineal feet of sidewalks, square yams of gvninasitmi ,1Number of rooms, number of fires kept, square feet hall space, size of lawn and playgrounds.. -. 1Salary aroirnully fined same for an buildings "1No estaidshed
95

Total
573

It will be seen that the size of the, building is given by 179 cities as the only
basis used in fixing salaries, and in 167 cases the number of rooms is the only
determining factor. Both of these ate used in a few other cities in combina-
tion with other factors. It is quite probable that 'in many cases "size of
building" and "number of rooms," as given in the reports, mean, the same
thing. It Is sin-prising that either of these alone Is used in such a large
number of cases, .ant' it Is still more surkising that the actual amount of
floor space Is given in only 43 cases altogether, either alone or..in combination
with other factors. It is aLso remarkable that such a suiall number of cities
mention the heating apparatus and other equipment as determining factors.
Tile size of grounds Is mentioned in 60 cases, while the important matter of
NI' 11161W area comes in for recognition only eight times, and the character
and condition of tile building Only three times..,

Taken together, the reports iviicate that in most cities the pay of Janitors
does not depend upon any recognized principle, but varies from building to
building according to some traditional plan.

liIIMIIER OF ROOMS NOT AN EQ17ITABLA. B4818.

The common Plan of fixing janitors' pay upon the basis of the number of
rooms or size of building alone does not equitably distribute the salary in
accordance with the service rendered. Such a scheme takes no account of the
actual floor space in the, rooms and corridors to be cleaned; of windr area
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to be washed; awns to be cut, which differ in size in roost cities and very
widely in dime y of cutting; of sidewalks to be cleaned, which vary in area;
of the age and condition of the. building, or of floors and heating plant in
the building, all of which vary widely and always react to the disadvantage
of the Janitors in the older buildings. It is probably true that all of the
factors mentioned, which enter into the efficiency of the Janitor service, cannot
be taken fully into acccount, but it is believed that most of them can be
evaluated, at least approximately, in making a 'salary schedule.

A STANDARD RATE FOR EACH CLASS OF, WORK.

In some schools a flat rate per building or per room may approximate the
amount that would he allowed on a floor space, ground area, cubic contents,
or other basis. But a standard rate should he adopted for each class of work
performed by Janitors. This rate *must necessarily he somewhat arbitrary
and in accordance with the compensation deemed adequate to the service re-
(Mired. In the main, salary schedules for Janitors can he arranged in terms
of five classes of work, viz: (1) Heating, ventilating and supervision; (2)
cleaning in the building; (3) care of yards and sidewalks; (4) care of lawns;
(5) washing windows.

(1) Compensation for heating, ventilating, and supervision may be based
upon the type of plant, the amount of work required in its operation, and the
number of persons employed on the engineering and Janitor force. Another
plan is to base compensation for this item of work upon a classification of The
buildings according to the number of cubic feet actually used for school ur-
poses, and the character and condition of the buildinga., The latter plan is
probabl&the more eqpitable, inasmuch as the work required for each building
can)* aftved at with a greater degree of accuracy.

(2) A faja method of compensation for both Oily and periodic cleaning of
buildings is to allow a rate sufficient to cover the cleaning of free area, such
as corridors, and to this amount add a oktain sum for each room, depending
upon the kind of.room. and in some instances (for example, assembly halls)
upon the size of the rooms and kind of seats; or, allow a rifle covering the
entire floor area as if it were all free area, and then an additional amount for
each room, according to the kind and size -rte room. In the hitter case. the
amounts allowed for the.different rooms should pay for the difference in labor
required to clean these rooms and the labor required to clean the same amount
of free floor area.

It takes more time, and therefore costs more, td clean (sweep or scrub) a .

given area in a classroom than it does to clean the same area is a corridor.
Also,.it requires more time to scrub a toilet room than to clean the same area
in the basement playroom.

The work involved in cleaning a high-school building usually Varies greatly
from that in an elementary school building of the same size, because of the
presence of laboratories, lockers, and other special equipment micullar to high
schools. There is considerable extra work entailed in cleaning this special
equipment, and superior qualifications are required of the Janitor in charge to
insure intelligent care of expensive apparatus. A Just and practical meth6d of
allowing for this extra work.would be to allow higher rates for the cleaning
of special rooms, such as laboratories, manual training and domestic 'science
rooms, and also an extra mite per thousand square feet for the entire floor area
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of-suc schools to provide for the Meaning of such equipment as lockers, and
for the general higher qualifications demanded in'the high-school janitor.

Some cities have; in recent }ears, adopted the plan of paying for all cleaning
on the basis of the cubic contents vf the building, just as they do for the heating
and ventilating service.

(3) Compensation should be allowed for the care and cleaning of yards and
sidewalks at a specified rate per square foot or square yard for the-entire area.

(41 The care of lawns should also he paid for on they basis of their total
area, at a specified rate per square foot or yard, which is usually some
higher than the rate for yards and walks. In some cases there should a
a rate for the care of trees, according to their kind and numiler.

151 Compensation for cleaning windows shduld be commensurate with the
frequency with which local conditions require windows to be washed, and the
area of glass to be cleaned. This class of work should include all windows,
transoms, doors, and glass in permanent bookcases. Some cities allow a rate
per square foot for each washing on both sides of the glass; others allow a rate
per square foot per year for a specified number of cleanings on both sides.

Some standardized plan along the lines indicated should be worked out by
every city. 'large or small, to suit its particular conditions. Of course, there
will always be found in each building some conditiont not pre -ent in all, and
for which extra compensation should be allowed, such as night scnools, com-
munity .cent4.meetings,-care of swimming pools, and the like.

THE BOSTON SCHEDULE.

As a concrete exampl& of a good salary schedule for school janitors, atten-
tion is calledlo the new schedule for the city of Boston, a copy of which is
given under Appendix C. This schedul2 has been used by other cities, towns,
and institutions us a basis for fixing the salaries of janitors, or for devising
schedules of their own to suit their special conditions. In this schedule, five
factors are used us a bails upon which to compute the compensation, viz:

1. Cleaning.
2. Heating, ventilation, and superintendence.
3. Washing windows.
4. Care of yards and sidewalks!
5. Care of lawns.
Compensation for factors 1 and 2 (cleaning, heating, ventilation; and super-

intendenm) is according to the cubic contents of the building, at specified
rates per cubic foot ;, compensation for factors. 3, 4, and 5 (washing windows,
care of yards and sidewalks, and care of lawns) is according to areas of such
items, it specified rates per square foot. The sum'of the amounts thus arrived
at in any particular building is the woad compensation for its janitor service.

III. JANITORS' QUARTERS.

, LIVING QUARTERS.

To the inquiry as to whether janitors, in addition to salaries, are provided
with living quarters, replies were received from 1,099 cities. Off these, 22
indicate that they provide living quarters for all janitors, while 52 cities report

108204°-22 3
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that such quarters art furnished to one or more of their janitors. In the
remaining Lon cases, .or 93 per cent of those reporting, janitors are not
furnished with living quarters at all.

If a city undertakes to provide houses or apartments for its janitors in any
way, it should be done in a more efficient manner than has usually been the,
case. as indicated by the various school reports, surveys, and other data at
band. With few exceptions, living quarters provided for janitors are located
in the basements of the school buildings. They are usually at one coruer, with
about two rooms exposed on one side of the building, and an interior bedroom
having no immediate connection with the outside. Generally, no effort has
been made to give them a sunny exposure. As a rule, therefore, the janitors'
flats are dark, cold, poorly ventilated, and arc, sometimes damp and unsanitary.
In some cases they are reported to have no toilet facilities apart from those

4 provided for the school children.
It is obviously a short-sighted policy which requires janitors to live in

dismal underground quarters, not only because it is Whitman, but from the
orandpoint of the service itself; for the type of janitor who is satisfied, or
even willing, to live in such places, is not usually the type of person wile could
be expected 'to render the kind of service a school needs. Either better
quarters should be furnished, oril.,ke responsibility for housing the janitors
abandoned aitogethet, and theirs ies raised accordingly.

In some eitte's the by-laws of the board of educatioa require that janitors
shall live within a certain specified distance from their respective buildings.
In New York City, for example, the maximum distance is 1,500 feet ; but it is
not always possible, especially in he congested foreign quarters, for a janitor
to secure reasonable accommodatio anywhere within the prescribed radini
of the building in his charge. So, to u into consideration' the protection of
school children, as well as the proper or rformance of the janitor's duties,
Hying quarters for his fitfully are being provided on the roofs of all large new.
school buildings erected in New York, the same as is now done in many large
office buildings. In"the larger school buildings this would seen) to have a de-
cided advantage over the basement apartments, particularly for two, reasons:
Better living conditions can more easily be provided, and, if necessary, the
janitor's family can be isolated in case of illness. However, it is believed that
only in the largest cities, and then only in exceptional cases, should living
apartments for jailors be provided in school buildings.

Typical provisions in regard to the residence of janitors are contaiRed in the
rules and regulations governing the Janitor service in the city of Oakland,
Calif., and are as follows:

SKCTION 1. Each head Janitor shall reside within a reasonable distance of
the building or buildings under his charge. Mt shall see that his mime and
address and the number of his telephone, or of the nearest telephone from which
he may he called, are on tile in the offices of the principal and secretary-business
manager. In case of change of address or telephone number, either or both
shall be immediately reported in writing to both offices.

SEC. 2. It shall be the duty of each head janitor to fill out, posLand maintain,l
outside the main entrance of the building to which he is assigned, a card sup-;
plied by the board of education giving his name, address and telephone nunther,l
location of the nearest hydrant and fire -alarm box.

OFFICE ROOM.

Considering the importance of the Janitor as an officer In a modern Reboot
system, more attention should be given to. the question of providing him with
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suitable office quarters in the building. In nearly all of the older buildings,
and in some of the more modern ones, no provision has been made for a com-
fortable and properly equipped office or room set, aside for the janitor's own
use. lf he is assigned any quarters at all, it is usually a little dingy room
opening ()ft from the. coal bin, with a cement floor and whitewashed walls, or
still worse, a small cleared space around the boiler, with some hooks or nails
driven in the wall on which to hang his coat and hat.

The fact that the janitor's office must usually be located in the basement
is no reason why it should be made uncomfortable and unattractive. It should

..not only be convenient to the boiler room, but should be so located that it Is
well lighted and receives at some time during the day the direct rays of the sun.
A wood floor Is probably the best for a business office, but one of cement is
not objectionable if covered with suitable materiaL

In furnishing the'room, two things should he kept. In mind) First, comfort,
in view of the fact ttat in extremely cold weather the janitor's hours at the
building are very longfrequently from 4 or 5 o'clock lu the morning until
W o'clock at night, in order to keep his fires ping strong enough. I.Ii the
second place, It should be remembered that the janitor in a school system of
any size has a great many duties to perform besides tending tires, cleaning,
sweeping. and dusting. lie usually receives the supplies, keeps account of
the nine of Workmen in and around the building, and does various other
things of a clerical nature. If he is to do this work efficiently, he should be
provided with a good desk at which he can write and keep his accounts, and
a cabinet in which to tile his correspondence, bills, and other papers which
he is obliged to handle. He should be provided with several chairs, and in
many plums it would be desirable.to furnish him with a comfortable couch.

Them direct telephone betw'een anti prin-
cipal's offices. Also, there should, of couTse, be direct connection from the
janitor's office to the fire-alarm system; and where the budding is equippegii.
,with it system of tiwrmugraphs for indicating the temperature in each room,
the reeording apparatus should be installed in the janitor's office.

Adjacent to the janitor's office, there should he a small toilet room for his
exclusive use, with a lavatory and hot and cold running water provided.

If school janitors were provided with -Comfortable and convenient office
quarters along the lines above indicated, it would not only go a long way
towtird impressing them, as well as the entire school community, with the
importance and -dignity of the Janitor's position, but would also pay large
dividends, in the way of better service, on the small amount of money invested.

IV. RATING AND PROMOTION OF JANITORS.

METHODS OF PROMOTING.

Of the 918 cities reporting on the questi of promotion of janitors, eta
make promotions upon merit, 1100upT ler.;<th of service, and 279 upon both
merit and length of service.

In cities where merit is the controlling factor in making promotions, in-
formation was requested as to who makes recommendation to the board of
edutation. This information was furnished by f102 of the cities, the replies
being distributed as shown in the following 81118 !nary:
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TABLE 4.Promotion of janitors.

Recommended by

Superintendent of schools..
Superintendent of buildings.
Supervisor of Janitors i or head Janitor)
Committee on buildings and grounds
Business manager
Princi
Comm Mies on Janitors
Chief engineer
Secretary of hoard
Board acts without special recommendation.

Total

(Ups
report-

397

a
17
:5
1

67

KEEPINO SERVICE RECORDS.

602

If promotions ore to be made with fairness to all the janitors, it is very im-
portant that accurate service records he kept. It seems to be the practice
generally to assign the best men to thehlarger buildings, and where pay is
based upon the number of rooms or size of building, such assignment is really
a promotion. But in most school systems no efficiency ratings of janitors are
kept, and the personal judgment of the superintendent, principal. committee on
janitors, or other officer or committee over them, controls nearly nil promotions
to the larger and better buildings, and to higher salaries.,

It is no small task to rate the effitrrof janitors with entire fairness, owing
to the great variety of duties deg ing upon them. But it can be done, Pro-
vided there is intelligent supervision and inspection, and if regular reports are
made and records kept: In all efficiency ratings for promotional purposes
there are several things which must be taken into consideration, such as: (l)
Leadership, which includes organizing and executive ability; (2) industry,
which is always shown by the quantity and quality of work performed; 13)
personality, embracing such qualities as force of character, personal ap-
pearance, manners, language, tact with children; (4) attitudewhether satis-
fied and loyal, or dissatisfied and complaining.

Along with the efficiency rating, proper credit should also be given for
seniority of service.

A PRACTICAL PLAN.

A very simple, practical plan for classifying and promoting janitors and
engineers according to merit is the one followed in the hoots of Chicago. The
Chicago board of education has classified all these positions in four groups,
as follows:

Group A.All positions of school janitors and engineers receiving a total
salary of $3,000 or more per annum.

Group B.All receiving a total salary of $2,500 per annum or more, and
less than $8,000 per annum.

Group C.All receiving a total salary of $2,100 per annum or more, and less
than $2,500 per annum.

Group/D.All receiving a total salary of less than $2,100 per annum.
Insteal of civil service promotional examinations, advancement examina-

tions from group to group are held by the civil service commission at the re-
quest of the board of education, and no janitor or engineer can be transferred
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out of his group, but must qualify for transfer to a higher group by passing
the advancement examination consisting of a test on duties and operation of
plants. Credit is given for both seniority and efficiency. An efficiency system
has been devised, consisting of three factors, as follows: (1) Industryweight

(-) Economyweight 3; (3) Attitudeweight 2.
'The mark given under each factor is multiplied by the weight attached there.

to, and the general mark under the head of "quality of work " is the result
of the total credits under the three factors, divided by 10, the total sum Ar the
weights. The nmrk thus obtained, together with the credit4iven for seniority,
tietermines each man's standing as compared with others in his group.

It is, believed that a plan similar to the foregoing could be used?by any city
of considerable size for rating and promoting its janitors. Of courseuthe groups
would have to be changed according to salaries paili and other local conditions.
In the smaller cities, instead of classifying into groups, janitors could be
rated according to merit and all placed in one list, and promotions made in the
enter of their grade and standing on the list. In any event, it should be well-
understood by all concerned that promotions to the better positions and higher
salaries will always be made solely on the basis of merit and seniority, and
never on account of politics or personal favoritism.

V. TENURE.

The Inquiry as to whether Janitors are employed for the entire year or for
the school term only. brought LO :-.7 rel,lies, distributed as
For entire year 800
For school term only 143
Some for year. some for term 108
For 11 months 4
For l(ma plus one Month
For term plus one week 1

Total 1, 057
It will he observed that 800 cities, or about 75 per cent of those reporting,

employ their janitors for the entire year; 143, or a little over 13 per cent, for
the school term only; while in 108 cities some are employed for the year and
some for the school term.

In a study by W. S. Deffenbaugh of school administration in the smaller
cities (11) it was found that in 958 cities, or 714 per cent of those reporting,
janitors are employed for the entire year, and in 380, or 281 per cent, for the
se11901 term only,

YEARLY TENtRE RILTERAIILE,

It is believed that every school system, however small, shcarld have its
janitors, or at least some of them, on duty the year round. The additional
amount paid for salaries during the summer vacation will be more than offset
by economies in other directions, and there is usually plenty of work for
competent janitors in sad around the buildings during the entire time school
is not in session. In the first place, buildings should have a thorough
cleaning immediately after school closes, and again just before the opening
in the fall. During to rest of the summer janitors should be able to make
many minor repairs tot-ehelbuliding and equipment, such as repairing seats sad
desks, locks on doors, adjusting loose shelves, puffing in window glass, etc.
Every Janitor should also have the necessary knowledge and training to make
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Minor repairs to plundnit and heating apparatus. He should also be
quired to wow the grass, Water the flowers, and trim the shrubbery, if any,
and keep the entire prendses in respectable eoudition.

l'erhufss the best reason why janitors should be employed and paid for
the entire year is the fact that a 'better class of/ men can be secured by that
method, and the advantage ouvls therefore, hie reflected in wore efficient
service throughout the year. Mt: fly cities lose more ssery year on account
of wastefulness and inetficiet service than it would take to pay the salaries
requirell to employ first-class janitors.

alO

VI. VTROD OF .EMPLOYING AND PAYING ASFiSTANTS.

The janitor force employed. in the care and operatienof a well-resniatel
!school plant is made up of several grades of employees: ?`

First, there is a anpervisor of janitors if the'system is n large one, or a head
janitor in smaller systems. who has general supervision of all janitors and
their assistants, inspects the work done. instructs hinitors in their duties
and sees that each buihling is furnished with the necessary supplies, tools, and
appliances.

Second, a janitor (someties called head janitor or janitor-engineer f in
charge of each building, who is directly responsible for the operation, main-
tenance, and sanitary condition of the uildieg and grounds in his charge.
He is also frequently hehi personally responsible for any damage done to the
building, grounds, fences, and other property in or about the building, caused
by the misconduct, carelessness, or neglect of his assistants, and the cyst of
replacing-or repairing same is-deducted from his salary.

Third, janitors' assistants, janitresses. matrons. and other helpers employed
for 11Wdetall work of firing, scrubbing, sweeping, dusting, Oiling and IneeeiSS
floors, cleaning windows, caring for yards and sidewalks. etc.

In very large buildings, there is usually a separate engineer for the mechani-
cal equipment and n separate 'janitor for the housekeeping department, each
of whom is held responsible for the proper performance of the work in his
department, mud each having as many assistants 41$ may be deemed necessary.

There are many buildings, of course, where no assistants are emplOssl, the
janitor in charge of each building doing all the work himself. Whertscr assist-
ants and helpers are necessary, however, in the cleaning and care of sch401
buildings, It is a' matter of considerable importance as to which is the hest
method of employing and paying such assistantswhether the janitor and all
his assistants should he employed and paid directly by the hoard, or whether
only the janitor in charge of each building should be so (1193'M, and hest!'
turn, employ and pay his own assistants and helpers. In order to ascertain the
practice-in this respect in different cities, these two questions were included in
the questionnaire: "Do the janitors employ- their-own assistants ?" and " Who
pays janitors' assistants 2."

Of the 940 cities- reporting on the first question, 500 state that the assistanis
are employed by the janitors 'themselves. In the remaining 487 cities, such
a_ ssIstants are employed directly by the board.

There *were 880 reports on the question as to who pays janitors' assistants.
In 372 cases they are paid by the janitors, in 502 directly by the ioard, in 5-
some are paid by the janitors and some by the board, and in one city (Cincin-
nati) by the "cleaning contractor."
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Two objections are !mete to the plan of janttors engaging their assistants
and paying them out of.their own salaries. la the first plat-v. it is aald that
this Plan places the junitors under too strong temptation to entoloy a cheap
sigh Of help in order to get the work thole with the least isssilile expense;
nsid in practice it lnis freoliently worked out this way. The other Ajetion
1,r,e,1 Is that theist:411(Na nuthorities have no eontol over the demo-tor of per-
Folk wee emhoed, such as parents would wish to linve exercised iu the selection
of 1.,1-.4,ts ith w101111 their children some in such close daily contact.

This question 1 tl,roughly investignosi seine yelirs ago by the civil sort#ite
cotte.is,ien et the ehleago Borird of Eduention 081. -The report includes the
t.14lielice and opinions of a number of the larger cities of the eountry. The

o-enelied, folloning experiments and tests. %vas that it inure eve-
Notoinill tool efficient to have one janitor, janito...engineer, or rustdinn in charge
of nil ,'issues of work In connection ith sash ',lidding and os grounds. with
a I:I lwrity amid facilities for elliploying mill paving nIl his assistants and helpers.

Tlik plan has the advantage of placing the ewer of diseipline and immediate
ilisinisSal in the !muds of the janitor. Under the other system The janitor's
',de remedy for neenttelitien to duty or initherilimition Is to report the matter
to the school boned, by whom an investigation Is made, and If necessary the
tietimitent suspended Ity the -president of the !weird rind ohmsl tip trial betvre
e me official or eonimittee. This Is n lengthy preens. It is not conducive to
good minlinistratien, and tends to lower housekeeping standards.

It would seem that the first ohjeetien to jtinIters etignging and paying their
:e.sktnots tan he removed by the hoard employing the janitor and giving him
a ',tared amount for himself. told then placing nt his disposal a eertain maximum
,I1111 per , oath or (lily which nifty he used only for paying his assistants. The
other ohjeetion Can be met by having a rule specifying the age limit, physical
qunlitientions, and moral fitness of n11 as,istants and helpers, and requiring that
all such employees pass an exnmInittion neeerilingly. This gives the school
:eithoritles it check on the *character and fitness of persons employed by the
janitor.

It is believed flint this 'Ann lie also better than the contract methed used in
some cities, in which ease the janitor service is done tinder eontrnet with the

janitor- engineer. or custodian, at a specified amount n year, who hii'es
:0.1 !my.: all his assktiints, makes minor repairs, keeps the clocks In good order,et. 1s n mutter of fart, in all cases where the janitor Is given one lump stun
mount stiffiient to eomensnte him and also pay his nnsistants, It is virtually
getting the work done y contrnt.

VII. TO WHOM JANITORS ARE RESPONSIBLE, AND;WEIR
SUPERVISION.

To WHOM RESPONSIBLE.

There were 1,0015 replies received to the question "To whom are Janitors
direetlyiresponsible?" In 814 of the eitieyi reporting, or about 7l3 per cent,
janitors are responsible to the superintendent of schools or to the principal,
or to both; in 125 cases, neatly 12 per mint, they are responsible directly to
the board of education es a whole or to one of its committees-4be cotnmittse
on janitors, on buiklInas and grounds, on repairs, etc. in 48 cities the janitors
are responsible directly to the superintendent or custodian of buildings; in 29
to the supervisor of janitors or head janitor; and in 2t) came to the business
manager. Table 5 contains a complete summary of all the reports received:
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4 TABLE 5.

Tow horn Janitors are responsible,-

Svarintendisql of schools
rdtlelpal
Principal and superintendent.
Board of education or one of its man !Ili 1 ........ . .

inVryor clendent igtodian of bialdinp ....
or of Janitors, bead janitot, or chief engineer..

Business =nape
Supervising principal
Secretary or dark of board
Teachers ...........................
Ceramissioner of public buildings
Superintendent of maintenance and equipment ...... .

Truant officer
"No one"

Total..............................

strrit% MON.

4

les re.
poctmg.

530
167

12S
4N

11)

10
10
2

3

The fact that in 88 per cent of the cities janitors are responsible to the
supetintendent, principal or board of education. indicates that in mast eon,.

unities janitors are either subjected to no supervision at all, or else that such
supervision Is merely nominal. Very few members of school boards have the
technical knowledge of heating and ventilating plants, and modern methods of
duals& to enable them to properly supervise and direct such work, and the
sans thing is true of many superintendents and principals. Even where they
do have the technical knowledge and training required, they do not generally
give it the time and attention which this service demands.

Janitors, as Well as teachers, need careful supervision. In large 'school
systems, all janitors should be united in a department presided over and
directed by a supervisor of janitors, who. in turn, is respoosibie tothe super-
intendent of schools. He should be a tompelent engineer familiar with the
various types of heating and ventilating systems, and the best Methods of
operating them. He should lw familiar with accepted standards of school-
house construction and arrangement, anti the latest and.best methods of keep-
ing buildings in a clean and sanitary condition.

In titles of moderate size, such a man could very well act as head janitor'
in some large building, such as one of the high schools. He could profitably
spend a portion of his time visiting the other buildings, supervising tbe janitors,
and instructing both janitors and principals In methods of cleaning and .caring
for the buildings.

In the smaller school systems it is still more necessary to combine janitorial
supervision With other duties; the most practical plan is for each principal
to supervise the work in his own building; but supervision of some kind is
necessary, if efficient service is to be secured.

VIII. INSTRUCTION AND TRAINING OF JANITORS.

There is probably no other governmental position of equal responsibility filled
by appointees so entirely lucking in technical training and oversight as in the
cue of school janitors. As a consequence, most of our school janitor service is
haphazard.. Even among the better class of janitors, the work is usually done
by rule-of-thumb methods, and such methods are sure to break 'down when-
ever there is a change in con4itiogs,
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LITTLE PINIRTUNITT FOR 1NSTRt CTIOX.

Very few Janitors have bad any opportunity for tustruction in regard to
the to, ientitic prim :pies underlying their work, anal fewer still have hail any
tuaionig. prior to their first npointment, in the sanitary ease of 'school
imildnu:s. The only information they havilbabout such matters has been
''Oi, himl just as was the case with nurses before (milling schools weirs
tir,vided. 'Even Nv here civil Service examinations are held. there are few, If
Hoy, wisthoes On sanitation, one reason being that candidates have had ne
opportunity for instruction. In a study of various sehool problems and con-

in the Smaller cities by W. S. I ieffenha ugh l iI I it Napt found that of
1,21s shies rupaartIlag. only 641 ;11%0 any examination in methods of sanitation

opplivoots for the position of shool janitor. and in many of these such
evinonation is merely Perfunctory.

ri 'II( ( -A NSEs. A NI) CAIN 111:(1)1111\f ENDED.

Pri,ctically every writer who touches this janitor question at all reeognixes
the filet that if we are to have eflicient school housekeeplog we nowt have
Ian liars who have been spetially trained 'for their work. anti all advocate

classes. lectures, vonfervitceta, etas, as the best meant of accomplishing
the degired result.

The fact that the janitor service in any city is on a civil servic; basis does
not make schools and classes less neeessary on desirable, any more than_in the
'Misr of teachers' Moot Inas, institutes, and conferences. In such eases, and in

cases, lorOgranIN arranged with a definite view of awakening the
1.1-..fsional interest of the janitors through organized study and conferencea,
and by providing hooks. magazines, etc., relating to their work.

Some definite plan should be adopted and systematically followed by each
city. The official who is centrally charged with the care of selitiol
superintendent of buildings. supervisor of janitors, Janitor-engineer, or what-
ever his title--should organize a school or classes where janitors can secure
in,truction in the principles and methods relating to their positions, and all
Janitors in the service should be required to take this cOurse.

From the lo.)se, careless manner'in which a great deal of the janitor service
is rendered, it is evident that a large percentage of the janitors are not only
ignorant of the principles underlying their work, but of the best methods of
performing some of. their most elementary duties, such as cleaning, oiling, and
(limo cif floors; how to make and use sweeping compounds; proper methods
of dusting, ,washing witidOws, and cleaning toilets. htstructlon that would
bring about improvement even in such matters would' he of great value in
raising health and housekeeping standards, and could be given in any school
mystem.

Moreover, janitors' conferences would bet of great value In many school
systems in bringing about a closer acquaintanceship among the men tttemseives.
The iterveys reveal the fact that frequently janitors do not know the names of
men in other buildings. Methods used by one man are new to another,-and
valuable experiences are not shared. For example, some Janitors use more
coal titan necessary, through lack of understanding of combustion and stoking;
others waste water,gas, and electricity; on the other band, some are skillful
in saving, and in making the most of conditions. Same know how to oil floors'
satisfactorily, while others have the constant complaint of teachers and pupils,
If janitors' organizations were formed for the purpose of studying-Janitorial

108204*-22-----4
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problems, where all such experiences could be discussed and examined intent-
getitly, savings would be effected and better service wonld result.

SOLE METHODS USED.

In order to ascertain what efforts are being made in various sail systems
to give instruction to janitors with a view to increasing their efficiency anti
raistng the standard of this service as much as possible, these two questions
were asked: "Do you have any school or classes for the instruction and training
of janitors, either before or after appointment ? It so, what method is followed?"

Of the 1,088 cities reporting, only 51, or less than 5 per cent, attempt to give
instruction of any kind to their school janitors, time other 1,087, or 05 per cent,
answering "no" to the first question. Two of the citiesreporting affirmatively
did not mention the method used. A summary of the 49 reports received as to
method employe(( is given in Table 0, following, in very much the same 'align:1p
as received- This summary might have been somewhat further 1 tcondensed, but
it &tiled best to present it this way, as each item given contains some varia-
tion from the rest. It will 'be, noted that there is a great variety of methods
reportedjanitors' conferences; " round table" meetings; evening glasses; lee-
tures; instruction by superintendents and head janitors; courses by university
extension departments, etc.

TABLE G.Instruction of janitors.4
' Methods used. Ciller: re-

porting.

Weekly meetings (Saturdays) of all janitors; duties discussed by clerk and experienced janitors
Monthly meetings for conference, instruction, and discussion of problems
Pear "round table" ineethigs each year for instruction by the superintendent

:Meetings twice a year
Meetings *,r eenterenee and instruction by superintendent.
Janitors' meetings; some'books read; suggestions given.
7 or 8 lectures a year,. of technical nature
Oceasional lectures
Lectures twice a year
Lectures end personal tastrnetion, demonstrations, and discussions
Lectures by experts from Iowa Statee
Courses given by extension department, t niversity Wiseonsin
Instruction by superintendent and heed janitor
Classes for janitors in evening school
Mein classes for 4 months, dent:Meted by chief engineer
livening emuses on vast tilation
Evening courses on fuel, combustion, etc
Instruction in sanitation, heating, and ventilation.
School conducted by building department
Method not given

Total

1

al
1

9
. 2

1

S

4
2

if
2

ii

In explanation of the scope and character of sonic of these conferences,
lectures, and courses, a few actual programs executed, subjects discu.ssed. and _

outlines of courses followed are given herewith:
1. olldwing are the programs of three "janitors' conferences," held in the

schools of Highland Perk, 4141eh., during the school year 1817-18 (52) :
Conferenes Oete$er 0, 011:

Some elements of prosbotlem in rank and salary.
II. The chief janitor's technical knowledge.

Suggestive: (a) General facts about the heating plant ; *(b) econsung
in firing and stoking ; (c) temperature, thermostats, and 'ventilation%

nr.. Standards of wort.
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Ceetereisoe January 8, 1918:
I. Scientific demonstration ofshumidity and the impurities of the sehoolrowif.

II. Uniformity, use, and economy of janitors' supplies.
III. Standardisation.

Confrretwe April 16, nom;
I. The janitor as a moral force, relative to

NI The management of high-school pupils.
(b) The management of elementary pupils.
(c) Civic responsibility of the janitor.
(d).PInfgronnd democracy and the janitor.

The janitor and the health conditions of the schOol.
(u) The janitor or the family physician, which?
(b) Foes of good health as related to the janitor.
(r) First aids the janitor should know.

2. The Oakland, Calif., board of education. recognizing the broader scope
of the modern janitor's usefulness In a school, reports that it has elevated ( ?)
his official rank to that of " School *custodian.," At tile same, time steps., were
taken to give these custodians the benefit of the advice of experts living in the
vicinity. hearing upon the various phases of their work and responsibilities.
A course of 17 lectures was first given in the spring of 1P17 (59). No two
mere given by the some person, each lecturer heing.an expert in his particular
!abject. The subjects of these lectures, together with the official position of
each lecturer, are as follows:

Lecture 1. Introductory le,cture: What the board of education expects of the cus-
14,11i:111. Hy the president of the Oakland board of education.

Lecture 2. What the superintendent expect., of the custodian. By the acting super-
intendent of schools.

Lecture 3. What the business manager expecte of the custodian. Ity the .business
manager.

Lecture 4. Cooperation between the principal and the' custodian. By the preekleet
of the Principals' Club.

Lecture 5. The custodian's relation to the pupils. By the secretary of the Prin-
'cipals' Club.

Lecture 0. The custodian's relation to recreation and social epatlIt activities. By
superintendent of recreation. San Franeisco.

Lecture 7. The custodian's part in the wider use of the school plant. By principal
of the high school, Alameda.

Lecture 8. Some conditions in the school environment which may affect the Child's
heelth. By assistant professor of epidemiology. University of California.

Lecture 9. The use and care or drinking fouptains. By a tspeelailist on the subject.
J.ecture 10. how to treat emergencies at school. By professor of hygiene, Univermity

of California.
Lecture 11. Fire prevention and control. By chief of Oakland fire department.
Lecture 12. Heating and ventilating. By lecturer in architectural mechanics,

penally of California. -
Lecture 13. The operation of oil burners. By opeelallot on the subject.
Lecture 14. The use and care of steam-heating apparatus. By specialist on Steam

heating.
Lecture 15. Automatic temperature regulation. (illustrated by models and alitSest,)

By expert of temperature-regulating devices.
Lecture 16. The operation and cure of school electrical equipment. By supervising

Inspector, electrical department, city of Oakland.
Lecture 17. The oiling of floors. By apeialist on the subject.

3. Referring to ,the report of one city (Marshalltown, Iowa), that instrsetion
Is given by experts from Iowa State College. It should be explained tAitis is
it brief course for janitors given by the department of enginee extension.
The course Is printed in a 48-page plimphlet used as a textbook r classes, Of
for instruction by correspondence, and comprises eight illustrated and pragtical
chapters on the following topics (58) : 1, Heat ; 2. Heat travel; 8. Coal antra:so.
bustIon; 4. Methods of firing; 5. The 'testing plant ; 6. CloOd and bed sty; 7.
Humidity ; 8, Sweeping, cleaning, and sanitation.
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When given as a short course one of these texts is furnished each man, and
five evening meetings for recitation and discussion are conducted. The in-
structor als(Ycalls on eirch man'individually (hiring the day in order that he
may take up. the special problems of his plant.

This course is also giveirry correspondence for.the benefit of janitors in charge
of buildings in small towns where there is not a' sufficient number to foria.a
class.

4. One of the citie4 reporting (Oshkosh, Wis.), states that courses are given
by the extension department of the University of Wisconsin. This course, in-
au irate(' by Dr. Win. D. Frost (47), embodies scientific and practical infor-
m tint( which every janitor should possess. An outline of the Nurse follows:

cfstilatton:
The composition of the air.
The relative importance of the various con.ponents from a hygienic stamlp , in-

cluding the amount of air required per head, per hour, etc.
Natural methods of ventilation, including the principles of air movements.
Mec'etnical methods of ventilation.
General principles.
Various systems.
independence of heating and ventilating systems.
The effect of bad air on healtL, and the importance of pure air. in maintaining the

health tone.
Heating:

The necessity for heat.
The amount required.
The systems of heating and the advantages of each.
The effect of insufficient heat on health.
The effect of too hot rooms on health.
The effect or with.: fluctuations on health.

Moisture in the itir:
Moistdre in normal air,
Moisture in air of heated rooms.
Effect on health.
Methods of testing and modifying. humidity.

Water: -
Dangers from impure water.
Dangers from common drinking MP.
Principles and types of sanitary fountains.

Cleaning:
Dust and its dangers.
Composition.
Effect on the system.
Air-borne diseases.
Methods of cleaning.
Dry sweeping and dusting.
Use of dust-layers and. dust cloths.
Vacuum cleaners.
Methods and frequency of washing floors and woodwork.

Plusib4sg:
Elementary principles.
Care of traps sag closets.
Periodic inspection.

Disinfeotfos:
General principles.
Liquid disinfectants.
Gaseous disinfectants.
Deodorants.

Spitting:
Danger'', fritil spitting..
Necessity of preventing.

Spittoons:
Forms.
Care.
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REGULAR PROGRAMS NEEDED.

These occasionallecture courses and meetings foe instruction, as well as the
short courses outlined, are all well enough as far as they go; but the real need is

r,A.,,f'"f schools, classes, conferences, or instruction in some form, it: a regular,
established thing in every school system of any considerable size. An example
of such classes are those maintahied by the schools of St. Louis, Mo. (53).
The ieetings are held each Saturday forenoon. Among the regular instructors
are the chief engineer. superintendent of shops and repairs, superintendent of
Janitors, superintendents ,,of plumbing and electric work.

' Such subjects as the following are discussed : The chemistry and use of_
oaps; effect of soap on varnish, paint, andwoodwork; chemistry and physical

properties of varnish, paint, and pigments; methods of cleaning and treatment
of floors; dusting; nature and use of disinfectants; chemistry and properties
of coal and all other fuels ; principles of combustion and proper tiring; "rare
of boilers; oils and lubricants; air conditions (Ind principles of ventilation.

After each lecture there is a free and open discussion of the subject, in
which each one is urged to express his opinion and give his experiences.

The statement Is made by the St. Louis commissioner of school buildings
that these weekly lectures and' conferences have been the 11 lefing of greatly
increasing the efficiency of he entire janitor and engineering force, and that
I hereilas been a reduction in the cost of operation and maintenance of approxi-
mately 25 per cent.

.

It is believed that, with some modifications, the course of instruction sug-
gested by Doctor I)ressiar in the Portland, Oreg., school survey (30) would
admiltably meet the needs of such regular meetings in most cities. This
course, with some additions and slight changes, is outlined below:

1. Lectures by the superintendent and medical inspector on such subjects us the
following:

Dust and its dangerfi. r
The selKtion and placing of school desks.
The care of blackboards.
The disinfection of toilets and schoolrooms.
The general management of abasements.
The care of the health of a janitor.
The proper temperature of a classroom, and why.
flow diseases are transmitted.

2. Technical instruction by the school engineer, department mechanic, or ,other
person or persons qualified to do solo the following subjects:

How to build fires and stoke economically. .
The theory and supervision of thermostats.
Plumbing fixtures.
Sweeping compounds and -how to make them.
Oiling floors. a
Management of fans.
The disposal of ashes and cinders.' f', ...y
The management of vacuum cleaners. -'',-,,,
Sweeping and dusting.

. (Protection against fires.
4.,Different methods of cleaning.

3. Special devices, or " tricks of the trade," set forth and illustrated by the most
efficient janitors In the service.

4. Lectures by selected principals o4:
Fire drills.
The care of school property.
The general management of boys.
The moral Influence of janitors. .e'Opportunities of a* janitor.
The care of playgrounds.

5. Discussion of the latest and best information relating to the work of janitor's;
gathered. from magasines and books.
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Instruction and training as suggested in the foregoing pages would not
only secure greater eflieleney in the janitor force. but it would enable school
anthorities to establish entnnce requirements and demand professfonnl prepara-
tion of alt applicants for janitorial positions. In other words, ft would take
the janitor's °We out of the Held of politics and favoritism, and introduce
a system based upon merit.

t.

Chapter IV.

FUNCTIONS OF THE SCHOOL JANITOR.

I. DAILY CLEANING OF FLOORS.

On the method Of cleaning floors, reports., were received fnrim 1,097 cities
These show that 891 cities use brush or broom with sweeping compound;

.276 use the tiled brush; .222 vacuum cleaners; 306 use two or more of the
methods mentioned. Many school systems use the vacuum (leaner only in
the high school, or other one or more of the most modern buildings.

VACI-L'31 CLEANERS.

It is now generally known that the/ hest method of removing, dirt from
floors, as well as from walls and furniture, T by the VileMIM system. ft is
true that vacuum cleaning has frequently not proven tt -success, but it I.!.
believed that this has been One to the selection of the wrong type of cleaner,
to faulty installation, or failure to operate Me machine proPerly. Faulty
installation has probably been the most counon mistake.

In the survey of tile ublie-school system of San Francisen..0 If., made in
1917 (34), it was found that while vacuum cleaning systems w re installed.
in all the newer school buildings in San Pranciseo, motn; of the jitnitors used
them but once a yearduring the vacation period. Others used them oc-
casionally to clean the rugs and en'tets in the principal's office.

Other school surveys and reports indicate that this same condition pre- ,
veils in a great many places. There nre two reasons given for this fn lure
to use the vacuum systems installed. First. the only openings to which the
suction hose can be attached are. in the halls, one opening to serve several
rooms. This necessitates a 'long, heavy hose, entirely too heavy and un-
wieldy for a man to. handle with any degree of satisfaction. In the sec-
'mid place,, on account of the length, the -friction of the hone is so great
that the suction is reduced to such an extent that the force Is not
enough to gather up the sand and dirt from the floors.

For these reasons, many hundreds of thousands of .dollars worth of vheuum
cleaning ,machinery installed in school' building:[ Is not used .enough to Warrant
the expense of Installation.

From observations and time studies made's flew years ago h the Chicago
board of education (38), as well as reports obtained from oeher cttlee at
the time, it was found that the labor cost for vacuum cleaning was about
the same as for sawduk and broom sweeping, where the frequency of cleaning
was the same. But the quality of the work must be considered as well at.
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the expense. are some of the advantages of the vacuum system ofcleaning schoolhouses:

1. By this method the dirt and duet are gathered up from the floors andwall., and carried directly from the rooms to a central place of deposit,preferably in the basement, where they can not be of any further danger tothe health of pupils and teachers.
2. The dirt that finds its way into the cracks of floors can only be re-ulortsi by the use of the vacuum cleaner. Broom sweeping, eveu with theuse of stveeping eopoinals, does not get the dirt and dust out of the cracks.3. The VfiC111111 sl makes it unnecessary,for the .Janitor to go over the,room the second time in order to dust furniture, wainscoting. railing's, etc.,as nu :lust Is stirrup up. Valuable Unit., therefore, is saved.4. A fourth advantage in the vacuum ystem is that by this method walls*nod ceilings Catty he cleaned without injuring them, and. without throwinglorels of dust into the air.

5. Vacuum cleaning has still another distinct advantage. Teachers andPupils, especially in high schools,' freqnently find it desirable to stay after whoahours on account of club meetings, work 1i laboratories and gymnasiums, re-hearsals. for plays, and the like; but in most cases Ate rules require them 4%)',aye shortly after the close of school. And even if they are Iteritted to stay,the atinoaphere in the entire bailing is dusty_ when the cleaning work isbeing done. With vacuum claning, teachers and pupils could be permitted tostay after school hours, and the janitor could he permitted to start clean-in.! immediately upon the dismissal of school.
a,

SW EE P I Nil Si POI SIP:.
4lint in some places, especially in some of the older buildings, the installa-tion of vanillin cleaning systems is hardly practicable, and some other methodof cleaning must he followed.

Wfiere it is impossible to secure khe vacuum System, the next best methodis to scatter sweeping compound on the floor, and then gather'up the dirtand dust by the use of it fiber brush, or broom. There are. mart' 'standardprearatinnesold in the market under various nathes, which catch and holdthe dirt until it can be gathered up into a pile and remove4. These prepara-tions are usually made with a basis of sawdust or paper mixed with water, 'oil, or wax. Some of them are expensive, but any intelligent Janitor can makehis own sweeping compound at very small cost. Dampened sawdust, witha little Mean send and disinfectant mixed in; will he found just as effectiveits any of the patent compounds on the market.
It' is found that in many pltieer4 there Is. a prevailing belief among janitorsthat if floors have been oiled the imp of lqweeping compounds is uPtnecessary.As a matter of tact, sweeping compomul retincet the number of duet partietes;-.to such an extent as to justify its daily use, both in halls and classrooms.

O1LP'f Mitit411.

Oiled brushes are now being used to a congiderabie extent for removing dtt,from floors. This is an ordinary bill* furnisheft with a Raisin task containingkerosene. The kerosene feeds down alowly from the tank upon the brushend keeps. it slightly moist. By keeping floors Weil OtiP11 and using this typeof hruslt in sweeping, the floors can be heat reasonably -free from dust and dirt..
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DRY BROOM.

The worst method used in the removal of dirt is that of dry sweeping with
the old-fashioned broom, and it is surprising that as many as 137. or about 12+
per cent of the cities' reporting, still use this method. This sort of Sweeping
'removes only .the eon rse dirt, which is harmless because it can not be breathed
into the lungs. The fine dirt, the only kind that is injurious, is stirred up
and mixed with the air, to settle on desks, walls, woodwork and floors as soon
as the sweeping is done.

TESTS OF vAniors MET110OS (IF ('LEANING.

A study which throws a great deal of light on this phase of the subject in
the series of bacteriological tests made by William n. Frost, and Vermillion A.
Armstrong (481. These tests are valuable because they Show the effective-
ness, or ineffectiveness, of the various methods of cleaning, and gym.
both as an additional warning against the dangers of dust and dirt-and as
an incentive to all school authorities to see that the most improved methods of
cleaning are employed. Some of the main results of these tests are summa-
rized as follows:

;,room. In order to test cleaning by ordinary dry broom, a moderatoly
clean floor was selected, the number of bacteria per sq. cm. was determined,
and the floor was then swept. The results are shown in Table 7:

7.Cleaning efficiency of ordinary broom (bacteria !HT square
centimeter).

Experiment.
Number
found on

floor.

7:1

4S
24
90

Number
after

weeping

Pefeen t-
a ge of

bacteria
taken up

in
sweeping.

1

2
3
4

A verage

5
3

39

77110 14

SY

While this experiment shows that a nullifier of the bacteria are removed by
the operation, it should be. recognized that a large portion of them go into
the air only to settle on the floor agaitjt A number,of experiments which were
made in another connection indicated that the number of bacterivfak the air
after sweeping, over and above those ordinailly present, was such that seven

-batteria were falling on each square centimeter per hour; so that, if the room
were tightly closed, It would not he long befere the floor would have nearly-as
many bacteria as were found before sweeping.

Oil broom.In Table 8 are shown the results of 10 tests wadi with a patent
oil broom. These tests indicate that as much as 87 per cent of the bacteripon
be removed from the floor by the ,a11 broop3; but experiments 8 to 10 show titht
the use of this broom may actually increase the numberin this case there
was an increase of 450 per cent. The broom with which the test was made had
been used several times, and an ,ffort had been made to thoroughly clean it
before using the test ; but this was found to be a difficult, if not impossible, task.
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The bacteria increase was due to the number which still remained in the brainfrom previous usage, in spite of the cleaning.

FABLE 8.--Text8 made with a potent oil broom (bacteria per square centimeter).

Experiment. Number
found on

Boor.

I Number
after

sweeping.

Percent-
age et

bacteria
taken up

in
sweeping

620

363

3140

541
595

terage
660 505 23

$,900 4,450
6,500 5,600

36,600 16,0007 . ,
19,500 15,300

A wrap
17, g75 11,067 37

4 23
4 13111.,

3 18
Average

4 18 140
I iiereaNe.

sweeping compound.in this test a patented product was used. The com-ound was sprinkled on the floor or put into a reservoir on the broom to beswept ahead' of the broom. Results of the test are shpwn in Table 9.

TABLE 9. Tcstx made with sweeping compound and bromn. (bacteria, per
square centimeter).

.
,

r
Experimellt. Number

found on
Boor.

Number
after

cleaning.iswezing.

Percent-
age etbacteria

take n up.

i
2

43
-

,

Average

448
936
442

126
1,084

398

608 536 26

Vacuum Oct/nemFor this test, two permanent systems were chosen, one inwhich the vacuum is produced by an electric fan, and the other by means ofiP steam !operator. Of the many different types of portable cleaners, live wereselected for use in this test.
Roth of the permanent systems tested proved satisfactory from a sanitarystandpoint. One removed 95 per cent of tile bacteria from the floor, and theother 79 per cent. Of the portable types, several proved quite efficientthe dif-ferent types removing 82 per cent, 77 per cent, and 57 per cent, due to varia-tions in motive power, manner of construction, shape, and size of brushes.In the pernia*ntly installed systems bacteria in the dirt are taken out ofthe room entirely, and if the discharge pipe Is properly located, the bacteria
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are a matter of no further concern. The condition is different in the portable
systems, which discharge the air directly Into the room. In some, the air has
been filtered or strained through a bag; in others, the dust and bacteria are
retained by a aeries of bathes. Thus It is ordiparily,quite impossible to keep
the bacteria from getting back Into the room. It Ids been demonstrated that
bacteria may be carried from one room Into another by these portable cleaners,
because they allow the escape of bacteria contained In the dirt. For this Iva-
ROIL traveling cleaners may be an actual,menacy to health, for if bacteria can
be carried from room to room they can probably be carried from house to house.

IL PERIODIC CLEANING AND TREATMENT OF FLOORS.

S(111-1111ING FLOORS.

It is evident that In ninny places there is too much washing and scrubbing
of wooden Hoorn. The old-time belief that the only way to have a clean, sani-
tary floor is to scrub it with waiter and soap still seems to be quite prevalent.
A- summary showing the frequency with which floors are scrubbed In the 923
cities reporting on this point, Is given In Table 10:

TABLE :to).

Frequency.
CI t ies

report - Frequency.:
log.

report-
ing.

-__

Daily 0 I (Mee a rear 1,11

Twice a week. I As needed 1

Weekly 42 Irregularly ti
IDIOM a month 1/4 Rarely 4
Monthly 121 \Viten direeteti by 14ilicipal
Once in 8 weeks Once In 2 years a

Six times a year nee4n .5 years
Five times a year
Four times a year

2
55

Never 32

9.2.1Three tames a year 11% etas
Twice a year. all

It Will ha seen that -1.2 cities scrub the 1100N weekly, 1 S every two wee ks,
121 monthly, 5,5 four times a year, '126 three times a year, 234 twice a year.
and 161) once a year. In 95 eases the floors are scrubbed as needed," and
In 32 cities they are not serubbed,rat all. Alit all except two of the 32 cities
where the floors are never scrubbed report that the floors- are regularly
treated with oil. with a frequency ranging from yearly to monthly.

The best authorities agree that schoolroom floors should not be scoured
except" when al /solutely necessary. Experience bas demonstrated that too
frequent washings have a very Injuripuki effect upon most wooden floors. The
alternate Swelling and shrinking of the boards widen the cracks, cause the
boards to warp, the grooves to split, and in the course of time the surface
becomes rough and splintered. Moreover, the widened stacks become tilled
with dirt and mud, -Which dry and give rise to clouds of dust when the boards
are walked oier. If floors are once well cleaned, and then kept oiled or
waxed, It Is very seldom that they will need to be scrubbed or washed.

OILING FLOORS.

large number of cities which report that their schoolhouse floors are
/ oiled indicates that this treatment of floors is In more' general use than It
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was a few years ago. A summary of these reports is given in Table 11..There were 1.073 reprts received in answer to the question as to whetheror not floors are oiled. (if thew., 890 cities. or about 83 per cent, reported
in the affirmative, while 183, or 17 per rent, stated that floors were neveroiled.

In the cities reporting on the frequency with which floors are oiled, It willbe noted that the range is all they way from (telly to yearly, the largesttonoltt in practice being 372, twice :t year, and the next, 197.. once a year.Those who are best qualified to speak on the subject state that as a generalthing floors should be oiled at least two sr three times a year.
Included in the following able is also, it summary of the reports its to hoNttilkc oil is applied. An oil mop, a brush with an oil reservoir, a sprayer oratomizer, and other special oiling devices under the heed of " oilers," aregiven as.the, must continua methods of applying the oil to the floors.

11. Oiling floors.

Frequency. Odor re-
porting. How all lo applied.

quener.

Daily
1 Mop 273Tot. e a week
1 Brush 2591Veekly

10 Sprayer 124Twice a t h 3 Oiler 94nchly. 25 Sprayer and mop 19()n ein 6 reeks 2 Moth 11Fix (imam a year a Brush and mop 5Fire Onto. a year 2 Oiled broom 3Four t linos a year 43 Oiled pad .3Paw time4 a year
79 Oiler and mop , 2Ti' iee a year 372 Oiled sawdust Iowe a Veal'

197 Sheepskin
1A needed

73

797
Sever la Total

Total
907

A great deal has been said both for and (*cellist the use of floor oils. Boardsof education have frequently been known. to forbid their use entirely. Thethree principal objections urged are: (1) That the use of oil increases the fire
hazard ; (21 that it soils the clothing of pupils and teachers; and (3) thatthe oil has an unpleasant odor ant) is otherwise disagreeable.

It is believed .that'all of the objections are due to the nee of poor quality
of oils and to careleesnesw ignorance in their application. Before the oilis applied, the floors shonh At thoroughly cleaned, and allowed to dry. Then
a very light cant of hot oil should be spread over the floors, either by meansof a brush made for the purpose, or sprayed-over with an .atomizer. The oil''should be well rubbed in with a felt pad or woolen cloth. and 'all that is
not absorbed carefully wiped up. The floors should then be allowed to dryfor several days before the rooms are used. The ollingwill, therefore, usuallyhave to be done during the summer vacation, or' the Christmas or Easter,
holidays. If the work is intelligently and carefully done, there can be no doubt
that oil makes the beat finish for schoolroom floors.

This treament of floors, when properly done, has at least two distinct ad-vantages, as shown by various tests and experiments: first, it preserve*.the floors and. Improves their wearing qualities; and, second, it reduces thenumber of floating dust particles and the number of bacteria in schoolroom
air very much below what they would otherwise
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The amount of germ-carrying dust in a room can be tested by exposing to
the air, for a given time. a gelatin plate of standard size and material. This
plate catches the floating germs and acts as a culture medium for the develop-
ment of colohies of bacteria. The plate is then examined under the microscope,
and the number of be-aerial colonies counted. The results of such a test are
given in the following table from I1oetor Lambert (511 and show quite clearly
the effect of floor oil on the number of bacteria iii 'schoolroom air :

12.

Plates expo,od.

t'ulonies of tvactetin

Flonrs Flans
treated nut

with nil. treet,,,d.

5 m1111110 in still air ii 7

30 minutes in mill air. 2 . 12

6 minute*, during sweeping 3, 455

5 minutes just after sweeping II ' 7c1

5 minutes beginning 10 nanatesiltiorsweriallii 6

6 minute beginning 15 minutes after sweeping I g

Other tests referred P by Lambert in the Kanto article show that bacteria
are no more numerous over an oiled floor four weeks after treatment than over
an unoiled hour two days after scrubbing; end that an old, worn floor is more
sanitary when oiled than a new, well-laid floor which is not oiled.

W. DUSTING.

PREVENTION OF Dr ST.

Good school housekeeping is largely a matter either of preventing dust or of
removing it. Attention has already,,been callwl,to the fact that much can be
done in the way of preventing dust by keeping the floors well oiled, the use of
sweeping compounds, and by means of the vacuum cleaner. In addition to these
improved methods of sweeping and treating floors, a number of other things
can be done to prevent the manufacture and accumulation of dust in school
buildings. Some of these are: Requiring the children to keep their shoes as
free from dirt and mud as possible, for which purpose there should always he
a liberal supply of good' doormats; requiring, as far as possible, all play and
physical training exercises out of doors, as it has been fout'd that the stamping,
marching, and play of children in the rooms and hails increase the amount of
dust in the building many times over.

A great deal of dust can b_ e prevented by using the blackboards only when
actually needed; substituting the so-called " dustless " crayons for the soft chalks
so generally used; collecting with damp cloths and removing the chalk dust
from the trays of blackboards at least twice a day; taking all erasers from
classrooms and cleaning them thoroughly at theclene of each school day.

Basements, also, should have special attention with respect to dust, particu-
larly when they are used for playgrofid purposes. As a general thing, base-
*tents are not well ventilated, and the movement of children's feet -over tilt
cement floors produces a mineral dust, which Is the most injurious kind of dust,
on account of the sharp, cutting character of the particles. For this reasons
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as well as for moral reasims, some cities have abolished basement play alto-
gether.

FRESH-AIR CHAMBERS.

Where the huildina is supplied with n mechanical ventilating system, much
:n be done to keep the air pure and wholesome by keeping the fresh-air surly
free from dmit. Tit@ surveys and reports examined show that in a large per-
entage of buildings the fresh-air chambers are used as storage rooms. In

them :1111.e often found piles of sand, kindling wood, oil cans, brooms, mops, old
boxes and barrels, the aecumulated trash of several .weeks, and frequtntly allcovered with a coating of dust. Even where the freshair chambers %,are not
useit for storage purposes, if the intake Is on a level with streets, alleWa, End
sanely playgrounds, they must soon become dust chambers through ,which the
nir lutist loss into the classrooms, to he breathed by teachers and pupils.
Fres -air intakes should 4, elevated 10 or 12 feet above the ground, and fresh-
air chamhers should, of course. be kept clean at all times.

FREQUFSITY IN DUSTING.

As to the frequency with which dusting is done, the returns show that of
the 1,043 cities reporting, 933, or about RN Per cent, dust daily. While this
at first would seem to be a very good showing, yet it must he admitted that foras many as 110 cities, or 10 per cent. not to dust daily, the range behalf allthe way from three times a week to never, is a little disappointing. Every-one knows that dusting should he carefully done every day. This should bedone in the morning before Pupils begin to assemble, all sweeping havingbeen completed the evening before.

The frequency with which dustipg4-1s.done in the cities reporting, and also
the methods used, are shown in the following table:

-iTAttu: 13.Ittuttier

Frequency. Cities
reporting. kletluxi used. Cities

mporting.

Daily
4 633 Damp cloth

T/8Three t Imes a week 22 Oiled cloth
151Twiee a week 3t Feather duster
124()nee a week

10 Dustless duster.
41As needed

13 Oiled duster
23Irregularly

4 Treated cloth
16Rarely

Twiee a year
Never

4' 7

5

Dry cloth

Oiled brush
16
5

Chemical duster 2Medicated cloth 2Wool duster
String duster

Total 1,043 Total 1, 168Less number using 3 or more methods... 166

.trtual number (like reporting on
method 1.002

Sr
METHODS EM i'LA)YED.

If dust is to be kept (1wn or effectively removed, the method used is of theutmost Importance. Theis were 1,002 reports, received on the method, or
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methods, esuploye4 two or near methods being used in some cities. Aa will
Ls e even from the table, 778 cities use damp dell', 15-1 oiled cloth, the feather
duster, 41 " dustless dusters, and 23 oiled dusters. The remaining 46 reports
are distributed tinning various methods, as shown in the MIMInary.

Dusting should he done iu such a 'mwer us to take up and remove as muil,
of the dust as possible. and at the same time stir up and dispense its little
as possible during the process. As stated in a previous election, where tit
vacuum system is in daily use, the dust is taken up and removed niong uit!,
the course dirt, and dusting as a separate operation is largely eliminated.
Where vacuum cleaners are not used, the method of ,lusting which has bolt
found must effective is by the use of a cloth slightly dampened with water or
Moistened with oil or wax. The so-called "dustless- dusters now on the mar-
ket usually consist of a piece of coarse cloth dipped in some oil preparation.
and then allowed to dry until only enough oil remains In the meshes to (110.
and hold the dust.

The must inetlieient Way to dust is with the mediieval feather duster, and
the wonder is that this pernicious method still bolds sway in the school build
ings of 80 many progrelive cities. The reports show, as ,stated above, that
it is used either wholly or in hart in 1211 cities, or 12; per cent of all those
reporting. It should not he necessary even to cull attention to the fact that
feather dusters should not be permitted in a school building.. They de not
remove the dust, but only stir it up. either le settle'down again on furniture
and woodwork or breathed Into the lungs of empauts of the NW*. This
method of (Misting is worse than uuue at all, and should be prohibited by law.

WHY It'sr 16 DANtaintit's.

As already stated, dusting Is one Of Ott. most Important matters involved in
the care of school buddings. Every janitor or custodian of a school building
should not enl know that dust is a common cause if in hefiliii. 14111 he shotild
know the empsition of dust and why the resenee of dust particles makes
the air chlhire i bred e so initirlous: that in on6cohic Inch of god country
;81r there are Is 2,4100 particles. while In a cubic inch' of city air there
are 3,000,000 particles, made up of dried manure :rut sputum, tobacco, ashes.

t, shop and house sweepings, decaying vegetation. hits of stone, glass, and
merit To these particles are frequently attached disease germs. and wilts,

such particles are loveliest they irritate the air passages and make them
fruitful soil for the growth of these germs. which multiply and produee colds in'
the head, catarrhal conditions of nose and throat, bronchitis, and tuberculosis.
The prevalenee of thew. disorders among people who live In cities, and that
compositIon'of dust in city air, should bring school and munleipol authorities to
realize the need of better housekeeping, cleaner streets, the elimination of all
smoke and dust unittanees, and improved sanitary conditions generally.

Some one may say that school children will have to breathe this kind of
air the reed of the 24 hours of the day, so why not while in school? The
answer is, that it is the school's duty to keep the air In school buildings as free
from dust and other impurities as possible. and if it eon be kept purer and more
wholesome there than that which must be breathed in the city generally, cer-
tainly something has been gained:

l. ,
IV. WASHING WINDOWS.

It is evident that moot schoolroom windows are :not washed often enough.
nere its little use to provide a specified amount of window area, as compared
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with the floor' aren in schoolrooms. If the glsss Is not kept clean after It ha*been Installed.

Of t Ito 1.009 cities reporting on the question as to how often windows arewashed; 125, or 12 ier eent, 41 not wosh the windows oftener than once ftr. 111 3412 enses. or 30 per rent, they are washed only twlee a yeer; in
130, or 13 per cent. three times n year; anti In 91 (lutes. four tImen'a year. Thatis to say. as shown In Table 14, in &4 eltles, or 04 per (-rim of those reporting,
setnsdrom windows are washed frem one to font times a year. If the exact
facts were known in regard to the 210 cases reporting "us needed" (which
may mean much or nettling aceording to ciremustaneesi, It is quite prohnble
that the above lost nouns] ercentage he very much larger. Only 98hies, or 9 per cent. wash their schoolroom whitlows as often as onee a month.
By n reference to the table it will be seen that thellorizest number report afrequency of twice n year. It Is believed that this, or even three or four times
a year. is not setticieni ns-1i reneral thing. t)f course, the frequency mustnry with the lorality. in smoky manufnethrIng- titles, it Is sometimes de-sirable to have ,lassrtstist windows washed on the outside every day orIs.: and there are very few cities and towns in which windows should not he
cleaned at least-mire a month during the school year.

. T.* ; li 41 i

Frowo,,,

Ntt*Aly.
T. we a month
(*Iwo 01 3 m eek*
21oithly
th., Ill 6 m (*I*
Six I irnts a year.
Five times* yell!
F.11r 1 imeA a roar
Thar (111eS )oar

CI 1 los
rt'pfvfl Frequrney.

'repnr1 int.

f i TU joi, a e3r . NM3 Oat*. a voar. .
EL%I A. oi**fol
21693 i Iritszulaily 64 : (loot.i.milly .. . , .. . . 616 1 When rogniroll by the enthorn set... .. ,1

4

91 Total 1.00913;

TESTING DIFFIMENT CN1TIoNS.
An investigation made by the 11081011 brain-11V the Association of College

Alumna., referred to by Dr. Putnam (51, nhow:-/ov,. varying eonditious which
exist at different buildings, even in the same city, require variations in the fre-
quency with which windows must be washed, If they are to be kept clean. Therules required that the windows should, he washed twice a year. The uject Ofthe investigation was to ascertain whether this was often enough, or whetherwith this number of washings there were any windows 041 which Mantilla dirtaccumulated to obstruct the light enough to injure the vision of pupils. A.pluaonieter was usi'd to measure the amount 'of light admitted befOre and afterthe windows were washed (1) on the Inside, and (2) after washing on bothskies.

For this study, the school buildings were dividedinto three groups: (l) Thosethat were situated on high ground where there were no obstructions, Such astrees and near-by buildings, to shade the windows; () buildings on streets.of medium width, and surrounded by buildings the average height of whichwits less than that of the school building; or the buildings whose window area
was somewhat less than it should be; and where smoke, dust. and other impuri-ties were 'present in average quantities ;" (3) the worst claw of buildings wasWade up of those located where there was a great deal of dust, smoke, and
other impurities in the air, and where-they Avere surrounded by tall buildings.
and by alleys, and which were old, with insufficient window area.
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In order to have the intensity of the light as nearly constant as possible, all
the tests were made on dull, overcast days.

The results of the investigation showed that in the best group of buildings
the light was about 4 per cent stronger after washing the, windows on the inside,
and about'10 per stronger after washing on both sides.

In the second, or intermediate class of buildings, the light before washing
was reported as being about half as intense as that of the best buildings, and
the gain, both after the inside and outside washings, was about twice the gains
shown, respectively, in the best buildings, or about 20 per cent in all. In other
words, the windows of the second class of buildings were dirtier, both !aside
and out, and consequently needed washing oftener than those of the the best
group.

In the third or worst Glass of buildings, it was found that before the windows
were washed the intensity of the light averaged about one-fifteenth as much
as that of the best buildings. The gain was about 21 per cent after washing
on the inside, and about 6 per cent more than that after washing on both sides,
or 27 per cent in all, showing that this group was also dirti% than the best build-
ings and needed more frequent washings.

Two weeks after the windows of all the buildings had been was fed the light
was again measured. The windows of the second or intermediate class had
becoine three times dirtier than those of the best group, and those of the worst
group had become s!x times dirtier. This would indicate that if the rule requir-
ing all windows to be washed twice a year was sufficient for the best class of
buildings, those of the intermediate and worst groups should be cleaned from
three to six times as often.

The results of the investigation show that In cities where the school buildings
are surrounded -by such widely varying they should be grouped in
the manner indicated, and a frequency rule for washing windows, applied to
each group, Instead of requiring that all windows he washed the same number
of times.

V.. CLEANING TOILETS.

Many of the educational surveys examined state thaethe toilets were found to
*be in an insanitary condition. An examination of the reports. on the question
as to the frequency with which they are clenried would seem to poiht toward the
same conclusion. By referring to Table 15, it will be seen -that only about
51 per cent of the cities reporting have the toilets cleaned daily. The frequency
in the remaining 49 per cent ranges from three times a week to yearly. In
268 cities, or 27 per cent, toilets are cleaned weekly, and in 143, or 14 per cent,
they are cleaned " as needed."

TABILZ 15.Cleaning toilets.

Frequency. Cities
reporting. Frequency. Cities

reporting.

Daily
Three times a week
Twice a week
Ones a week

OnTwice month
es a month

As needed
Six times a year.

503 Four times a year
8 Three times a year

31 Twice a 'year
268 Once a year

3 Irregularly

143
11 Frequently

2 Total

4
8
3
1

987
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It is very important that schoolhouse toilets be kept scrupulotisly clean. atall times. Disease germs are frequently found in great numbers upon seats,

doors, and walls of toilets, and even on the handles of outer doors. Besides
the routine daily cleaning of toilets, all toilet-room floors shouldnie 'washed up
at least once a week ; and toilet seats, chains, and the handles of toilet doors, if
any, should be washed frequently with a good germicidal preparation, not merely
a deodorant!--a distinction which school authorities, as well as other people,
frequently fail to make. A deodormit merely neutralizes offensive odors,
generally by substituting an odor that is pleasing for one that is not pleasing.
A disinfectant or germicide destroys or renders harmless infectious matter
and disease-producing germs.

Direct sunlight is the hest disinfectant, and the prevalence of disease germsin, toilet rooms is frequently due to the fact that these rooms are so located,
mid face in such a way, that the direct rays of the sun are shut out during the
greater part of the day, and in a great many cases altogether. Sunshine andcleanliness will prevent and destroy more germs than any artificial disin-
Rtetant known. " Sunshine, Supervision, and Soap' has been suggested as a
worthy sanitary slogan for every school, not only in connection with the careof toilets, but in all other housekeeping matters as well.

Chapter V.
RURAL SCHOOL JANITORS.

It was not the intention to make a study at this time Of rural school jani-
tors, but in following out the various lines of investigation in connection with

facts and
throw a good deal of light upon the janitor service in rural communities, -and.
It is thought that a few of thepe are of suflicient value and interest to be
included In the present study. '

THE OHIO SURVEY.
An intensive study of 659 rural and village schools in 88 counties, in the State

of Ohio, (29) reveals a- condition in regard to rural school janitors which is
more or less typical of the service throughout the country. The 'following
tables give in a condensed form the data collected by the survey commission
in rel'erence to the frequency of dusting, kinds of dusters used, scrubbing,
sweeping, and the pay of teacherS for doing janitor work:

Dusting.

Township.

Apecldl
t. Village. High

school.One
room.

Central-
ized.

Number of schools visited.
Number of schools reported on

592
497

17
15

13
12

13
13 2o

Dusted. Per cent.

Daily 61.2 66.7 58.3 92.3 75.0Twice a week...., 29. 4 2.0 41.7 7.7 25.0.Once kereefk & 2 13.3Less than once a week 3.1
Actual number dusted less than once a week. 15
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Kinds of dusters.

Township.,
Special

district.

N

Village. High
schoWOne

room.
Central-

Ized.

Number of schools visited
Number, of sehobis reported on

592
575

17
16

13
12

13
13

Using-
9'

;$ Per cent.t

Yarn duster.. 3.0 12.5 30. 5 20.0
Dry cloth 67.8 "25.0 91.7 &LS 40.0
Damp cloth 24.2 31.3 16.7 15. 4 35.0
TniaWd cloth 4.0 12.5 8.3 30.0 25.0
Feathertluster 11.0 31.3 23.1 40.0
Actual number using feather duster 63 5 3 8

1 Percentages do not total 100 per cent because In some schools more than one kind of duster is used.

Scrubbing.

Township.

One
room.

Number of schools visited.. 592
Number of schools reported on. 559

licrtibbed.

Special
Central- district.
iced.

17 13
10 i 13

Village.

13
12

High
school.

Per cent.

Never 3.7
Once a year 60. 2 0010 76. 9
Twiee a year 20.0
Three times a year 8.2 in. 0
Four times a year 4. 30.0 23. 1

Sweeping.

33. 3 1

10.7
111.7
33.3 I

Township.

dSpecialtisect. Village. 1Iigh
school.One

room.
Central-

ized.

Number of schools visited 592 17 13 ?2
Number of schools reported on 574 14 13. 13 '41

Swept. Per cent.

Daily. 57.7 4.1 76.9 100 01.0
Twice a week 30.7 3/1.7
Ones week 11.0 7.1
Less than once a week. 7 23.1
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Pay of teachers for Janitor work in one-room township schools.

Numberber

teachers.

Number

)reel on. -

Per cent reeeiv ng per month- -
Number.
receiving

(1111(1)eiga'a6.
than

More
12. V. Le"than V. Nothing.

353 322 20.2 37.3 40.1 2.4 S

SO

It will be observed that 61 per cent of the one-room township schools re-
prted on were dusted daily, and that 9 per cent were dusted once a week,or less.

About 11 per chit of the schools used the detully feather duster, while 24
per cent: used damp cloths in dusting.

The report also shows that th)Ox oil for the prevention of tint was used by
11M per cent of the township schools.

Nearly 4 per cent of the doors of the one-room township schools were re-
orted as never scrubbed. 68 per eent acs scrubbed but once a year, and less-this

5 per emit as scrubbed four times a year.
Of the one-room township schools, 57 per cent were swept daily. All' ofthe 13 village schools inspected were swept daily. Out of 614 elementary

whools of all kinds, 73 were swept only mete a week, or less.
The report further shows that only .2 per cent of the one-room township,

43.8 per cent of the centralized township, 7.7 per cent of the special district,
and 52.3 per cent of village schools visited use any sweeping compound.

TILE ILLINOIS SURVE.Y..

In the Illinois school survey (25), made in 1917 under the direction of
L. D. Coffman, one of-the studies embraced the rural schools of 18 counties,
in which there were more than 3,000 schools. Obviousil, it was Impossible for
the commission to visit them all. So, the superintendent of each county' wail
asked to select for visitation his best school, his worst school, and two of his
overage schools; the basis of the selection being the buildfng and Its equip-
ment, and the Interest manifested by the community In the school. Follow-ing this plan. 78 schools were visited by a member of the survey staff, accom-.
(mulct] in a few instances by the county rperintendent. From the report of
this survey, the following facts are gleaned in regard to janitor service:

As a rule, the teachers did their own janitor workwhat little was done.
In many cases there was apparently no attempt to keep 'the grounds clean and

.attractive and the toilets were in u very insanitary condition.
S weeping. ,tFloors were not generally well swept. There was dust in corners

and under the desks. and food upon the floors. The sweeping was frequently
dune in the morning. .- .

Dusting.No intimation as to how dusting was done. The only statement en
this point is that when sweliolag is dontNin the morning, the dusting Is a"useless Nene at work."

Dlackboards.For the most parto blackboards were reported to be In a
fairly clean condition; likewise, the lodges and erasers. However, in 16, or 20
per cent. of the schools visited. the ledges of blackboards were reported fullof chalk dust. ,

&rubbing floors.As a rule, floors bad been scrubbed In the fall before the
Lopening of schooL Except fn rare instances, It was 0-ad that rooms were nOt
scrubbed attest than once a year.
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-1Wa lis.In many of the schoolrooms the walls and ceilings were begrimed
with smoke, the papering loose and discoloreda fertileasoil for disease germs.

Windotra.Even in the best of schools 0.0 windows were seldom washed.

JANITOR WORK BY° TEACHERS.

357 of the 659 classrooms, visited by the Ohio Survey Commission, the
teachers did the janitor work, 353 of whom were in one -room township schools.
Contrary to law, 8 of these received no pay for their services. over 40
per cent received lesEk than $2 perigonth.

;Both the Ohio and Illinois survey reportg show that in some dttricts poorly
paid teachers have immaculate school buildings and grounds only as a re-
sult of their own efforts and their determination to lino in clean sumptel-
ings. They are frequently without either the material or moral support of
their communities. In some cases the teacher has to scrub the school Wild-.
ing before schootycin be opened in the fall.

The real trouble, not only in 010 and Illinois, 'but almost everyfhere else,
lies in the fact that most of the rural school districts consider the care of
school., .buildings of little or no importance. Teachers should not be expected
or required to do their awn janitor work in order that they and the children
may have clean buildings. To pay teachers a. few dollars extra per month for
this sort of servile, or to employ a man or woman.10 the neighborhood to do a
minimum of janitor service for a mere song, or to get pupils to do the work,
does not meet the situation.

Doctor Dresslar makes the suggestion (2) that a competent man could
be employed in each rural district to give his entire time throughout the
year to the care and up-keep of the school property in his district. Such4a
distr.ict janitor could sweep and clean every gichoolroom once a week, " keep
the yard free from unsightly pilfs of ashes, care for the outhouses, and make
light repairs. During the vacations the buildings could be eleaned more
thoroughly. Such a Janitor should he responsible to the supervising princi-
pal and make regular reports to him. The daily cleaning, dusting, care of
Ares, etc., would still devolve on the teacher and pupils."

CENTRALIZED SCHOOLS.

ry

III all progiessive rural communities the tendency is to abandon- the one-
room buildings, on siccount of lack of attendance or other cal*, and it° re-
place them by the centralized school. In many instances all the rural schools
of an entire township are consolidated at one point, where a Urge school build-
ling is constructed with ample provision not only for all grade schools but
also for a township high school.

This new type of rural school building has made necessary a new rural
school officerthe janitor. In the one-room building the teacher may act
both, as instructor and janitor, as already stated, but in the modern consoli-
dated building, with its up-to-date it stem of heating and ventiltItIon, sanitary
drinking fountains, sanitary toilets, adjustable seats, electric lighting, gym-
nasium, assembly room and public auditorium, a Janitor must be employed not
&ay to care for the building, but to supervise the many details connected with
the efficient working of the entire equipment.

We have already seen that the importance of the janitoir's position has not
been generally reconized by city school officials, Ind so It Is not to be won-
dered at that In the rural districts the importance of the janitor and his *rk
In relation to the welfare and dick* of the school Is almost wholly scrap
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predated. While great progress has been made In the construction of betterschool buildings, little or no progress has been made. In the method of select-ing janitors to care, for and manage them. Politics stel dictates the choice inMost cases ;tin others, the position is " raffled off" to .the lowest bidder. Notinfrequently the man who has most fully demorMrated his Allay as a failurein other occupations is made school jaillitor through sympathy.
In a certain tqwnship in Indiana (4) au expensive cansolidated grade andhigh-school building was erectedf.eqtsipped with modern heating and ventilat-ing system, sanitary drinking fountains,..modern toilets and plumbing-through-out. and every pc) ssible provision made for the safety and Welfare of the pupils.But the service of fanp, furnace, and fountains proved to be very unsatisfac-toi.y. When an inspector from the State, board of ,visited the schoolhe had no difficulty in locaislag the trouble. The janiiOr did absolutely noth-ing exccpt swe(i) the floors (with a dry broom), sho'el chola into the furnace,and wheel the ashes out. `He knew less than nothint about heating,,ventila-tioir,Iiielclanliness, and in fact he was 'himself shiftless by nature and per-sonally dirty. When one oftthe trustees was asked why such. a man was em-. ployed, he replied that this man had a hard time getting along, and that thetownsliip had to keep- shim and his family every winter, "wifa we thought if wegave him this job he wouldn't be on the township any more." Here was a manxv11, because lit had provenshiruself incompetent and a complete failure, wasghen charge of this slended 'knew building au4 its valuable equipment, and,what is of far greater importance, was made responsible for the health andsafety of 200 school children.

In citing this case, the Indiana State board of health says that it ie. by nomeans an Isolated Distance. There are hundreds of school .janitArs, not onlyin Indiana bUt in every State in the Union, both in country liold city, whphave ni) technical knowledge or training, and who are incompetent and unfit,physically, mentally, and morally, for the positions they hold, but who con-tinuer to hold their places and draw their pay either because,the'a authors esplace partisan hit's, personal favoritism, and .false economy above Thepresent and future welfare oT their children, Qr because they -wholly fallto appreciate the Importance of efficient school. housekeeping.As the country districts become more -itenseli populated, and as school con-slidation increases, the janitor will .b(? tree more and more.a necessary. ruralschool officer. Rural boards and trustees must, therefore, in some way bebrought to understand what >modern conditions require a school Janitor to1() and be.
In the consolidated school building, the same service is required, and, ofcourse, the same principles apply, as .'in a modern city school building.:.The only irritant difference in the two situations is that, in any one rural.community there is only one janitor, with probably a few helpers ; conse-(iliently, he does not have,lhe opporiunitx for meetings and conferencs thatcity janitors flaw. In order to meet this (tradition as far as possible; the fol-lowing 'suggestion is made for the instruction of rural janitors and .. the de-velopment of their professional interest :
Bring together in a janitor& Institute' at least once a year all. janitors ofthe county, such institute to be presided over by the County supeiintendent. ofmehools, or, better still, by a county supervisor of janitors. At such an Instituti24extending through one week, there could be short courses a instruction, con-ferences, and lectures on special subjects. Proper provision. should be madefor compensating all janitors who attend, as in the case of teachers Inattendance uppi institiotes Increased efficiency :and improved service wouldmore than offset the mail expenditure. involved"

41
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Chapter VI.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS.

IMPORTANCE OF THE POSITION.

1. The importance of the school janitor's position is seen from the following
considerations:

fell His reSponslhility In the management and care of valuable 'school
property.

(b) The educative value of IIIR work In setting h011Sekeeping Sf11111:111S.
(r) Flit' influence upon pupils from a moral stnndpoint.
(4) The large and continuous control he has Over the physical environment

and health conditions of the school.
fel His respousibility.in relation to fire hazards and the snfety of children.
2. ()Whig to the nonappreciatbin of the importance of the janitorl, position

by parents and. school authorities, improvetpetit in the Janitor service bus not
kept pace with the advancement made in school building*, nor with this progress
in matters of school hygiene and !imitation.

ADMINISTRATION.
1. Only 73 cities nit of 1,01115 reporting, or 7 per cent, use the civil service

method in the seleetin and appointment of school janitors. Every city should
give civil service examinations. or have some other effective merit system for
testing the fitness of applicants for the position, just as well as in the selection
and appoint9ent of teachers, nurses, and other public officials.

2. Out of 1,447 cities, only 73 require applicants for the position of sehok
Janitor to pass a physical examination.

3. The average annual salary of school janitors in the United States is found
to be $080.42, or shwa $3.55 more than the average salary of elementary and
high-school teachers in the country, including principals, special supervisors.
and expert teachers.

4. Very few ities have any equitable hhois for determining the salaries of
janitors in necortiance with the intelligence and skill required and the amount
of work to be clone.

'Every school system should have a standard rate for each kind of service.
Salary schedules can he arranged in terms of five classes of work, viz: (l)
Heating, ventilating. and Supervision; .12) cleaning in the building; 13) care
of yards and sidewalks; (4) care of lawns; and (5) washing windows.

5. Accurate efficiency ratings 9hoold be kept of all janitors, which, along with
sienfority of service, should govern in making promotions to the higher abd
better-paid posit ions.,

R. A comfortable, well-furnished office room should he provided in every
school hnfiding for the' sole use of the Janitor.

7. It is questionable whether living quarters for Jittlitors should he peovided
within school buildings, except in the largest cities, and then only In special
eases.

a About 75 per cent of the cities employ their sehool janitors for the entire
year. This method is hop more efficient and economical than that of eniploying
theta for the school term only.

ik It Is gOod administration, as Well as more economies) and efficient. to hare
one hoed Janitor, Junftor-e=ngineer or eturailan In charge of all domes of
work in connection with a limildlitg and its grnunds, with.authortty and facilities
for employing, wins, disciplining, and dyntantolwall assistants and helper*
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1141111 Objection to this inethed. IS removed by giying the janitor a specific

t ,for himself, and placing at his Ilisposal ,a certain maximum sum per
Mon t Wi liell can he used only for paying assistants.

ict. Janitors, as well as teachers, need careful supervision. Every sch9o1
y,:ten should have a supervii.lor of janitors, if the system is a large one. or a

head janitor in a small system, to supervise and instruct the others, and direct
tllein in the**details of their .work.

II. Janitor's should understand the principles underlying their work. They
11;1c. lomever, had little opportunity for Instruction. Prior to their first ap-poi iment, most of their Information has -been "picked up," as was the casetvi h nurses before training schools were provided. t 4(ulty '51 cities out of 1.(14A. less than 5 per cent, attenipt to give instruction
of any kind to their school janitors. Every school system should provide classes,onferenees, or lectures for the Instruction and training of such employees.
NVith a view to arousing their professional interest, they should also he pro-0.101 whit hunks, magazines, and papers relating to their work.

IZeg'ular weekly meetings for instruction and conference are reported to
have greatly Increased the efficiency of the . janitor force, and reduced operating.and innintenawv costs as much as 25 per cent.

FUNCTIONS.

1. The tthst effective method of removing dirt from titian), WHIN, and furni-ture is with Nation)) cleanerswhen prof terly installed and oernted. About211 pee cent of the cities use this method, either wholly or in part.
The next hest method is brush or broom with sweeping eibmpund. About'sL: per cent of the use this method, either partly.
The worst method, used by 12! per cent of the cities, is 11w ordinary dry

ire nu ith sweeping componmi.
Wooden floors should not he scrubbed except when nbsolutely necessary.

i. Treatment of wooden floors with floor oil two or three times a year iseffective means of reducing the amonnt of dust anti increasing the wearing
qualities of the floors. The objections that the oil increases the fire hazard and
soils elothing are removed by the use of a good grade of oil properly applied.

4. Much can he dime to prevent dust in sechoolrooms by (11 keeping floors
well oiled, (2) the use of stv;410g Qunponnilm, (3) using vueumr cleaners,(4) requiring children to keep their Aloe's- as free as possible from mud anddirt. IS) requiring, as tar as nractlephle, all piny I11141 physical training to be(lone out of doors, (0) using bittekboards only when actuilly needed, (7) givingsneeial aftention to the care of basements, and (81 keeping the fremh.air intake
and chamber free from dust.

n. While 81) per cent of the cit141 report that dusting is done daily, 123. pervent of all those reporting still IMP the feather duster, which only stirs up thedust but does not remove it. Where the vacrum system is not used In cleaning,
the hest method of dusting 1s by means of a cloth slightly. moistened .with
miter, oil or wax.

6. Most schoolroom Windows are not 'wished often enough. Tn (i114 citiesout of 1009, or 64 per cent, the windows are washed from once to four timesti year. As a precaution agenst possible injury to the eye" of children, win-
hlow glass should he kept as dean and clear of dust and dirt as possible. Thefrequency of washing required varies with the locality.
.7. Toilets should he cleaned dully: and toilet seats, chains and handles oftoilet doors should be washed frequently with a good disteeetant.
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STANDARDIZATION.

The investigation shows Quit there is very little agreement aff to definite
standards of janitor service ih different cities. That better standardization
would result in improvement neisls no argument. It also seems clear that
any school system could easily establish fairly definite standards for practically
all phases of this service by giving it the attention it deserves:.

1. Every city could establish standard entrance requi?ements by civil service)
examinations or other effective merit system.

2. While specific salaries paid will necessarily vary in accordance with 10-al
conditions, the basis upon which compensation is fixed can be standardized
so that the rates of pay will bellir and just to all concerned, and in accord.

ta's

ante with the amount and elmsLaer of service rendered.
3. We have reasonably definite requirements in the matter of ventilation.

We are told that, in order to keep the air in a schoolrom pure, khere should
be 200 cubic feet of air space provided for each pupil, with an inflow and exit
of about 30 cubic feet of fresh air per occupant per minute. We have ways
by which the amount of air flowing in and out can be measured, and so it is

feasible to insist upon the proper standard of fresh air in every room.
4. In regard to temperature, most authorities agree that a tempera tan'

ringing between 65° and 70° is about the correct standard for schoolrooms,
and that it should never be allowed to get above or below these limits. Ex-

cessively high or low temperatures, or sudden and wide fluctuations, are in-
jurious to health and impede the child's progress in school. With all the in-
formation.nt hand in regard to temperature, and the ease with which it may
be measured and controlled, every city should see to it that correct standards
in this respect are maintained in all of its school buildings.

5. We also have approximate standards in mom) to air moisture. About
50 per cent has been fixed us the lower limit It relative humidity, and 70 per
cent as the upper limit. It has been found that, in order to maintain the,
same relative humidity at a temperature of 418 degrees, air requires six times
as much moisture as it does at 20 d'egrees. Since we have ways and means
for introducing moisture into the air, and have apparatus and methods for
measuring and controlling the degree. of lAturation, it is possilte to maintain
a fairly definite standard of humidity in schoolroom air.

6. There are also accepted principles in the matter of schoolroom lighting.
It is agreed Mat the dear window area of a schoolroom should-6e from one- -
sixth to one-fourth of the floor area, according to locality and obstruetion
of surrounding objects. This has a direct bearing on the matter of cleaning,
because dirty windows mean a reduction in the amount of light admitteti
varying from 10 to 50 per cent, aeeprding to the amount of dust and dirt WlliCh

is allowed to accumulate, either inside or out. It would seem, therefore, that
definite standards could be established for lighting, and also in regard to the
frequency with which windoWs in any locality, should be Cleaned.

7. It is, of course, not quite so easy to set standards in the matter of dustiness
as in some of the other important details of school housekeeping. We have
thermometers for measuring temperature, hygrometers for 'ensuring humidity,
anemometers for testing air currents, and photometers for measuring the

intensity Of light, but so far no instrument has been devised for standardizing
schoolroom dustiness. About the best practical method for measuring dustiness
is that used by good housekeepersrubbing a white cloth lightly over surfaces'
after they. have been cleaned. If the cloth is soiled, the defining has not been
weil done, and should bb done over.
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8. In general, an essential factor in standardising the cleaning and rare ofbuildings and grounds Is the adoptiop of, a regular schedule of work -to be

done. Every school system, large or small, should have such a schedule. Thisshould include directions as to the frequency with .i.hich floors are to be swept,oiled, or washed ; stair rails, door knobs and woodwork cleaned; windowswashed; toilets cleaned ; yards and sidewalts looked after; walls brusheddown; blackboards and erasers cleaned; dusting done, etc. And not onlythe frequency( but the methods by which the work is to be done should also
be silecitted.

Where it Is practicable to do so, if Janitors can themselves have a part
in planning the details of their eleanIneschedule and making the rules for their
guniance, they will probably take greater interest and pride in seeing that they,are carried out. Rut in onyt event, a regular. pnigram is absolutely necessaryIf buildings are to be kept clean. To require a janitor to keep the buildingin a sa pit ry comfit len," or leave him to do things as nmded," is not sufficient
In Appendix It will be found a set of rules and regulations for tee cleaning
and care of school buildings and grounds, now in force In the city of Minneapolis,
Minn, which can be modified and adapted to conditions in any particular city.

1.

4.
a.
6.

7.

8.
9.

lo,

11.

.12s
13.
14.
la.

16.
17.
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APPENDIX A.

O. Proceeding.: and .1d4Ire12444,.

SAMPLE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Tile folloINing are the questions ii-ed In an giamiustIon (r the position of janitor inthv schools'of Nwark, N. J., held 1Vesines1ity, January 31, 1917 :

Firsatxxes.
N4rn.----Vu11, clear and definite anierts are required: General or evasive staternentit willnot be credited. Candidates are also cautioned to he aerate in all otatfsnientts re-lating to expuricruP. Any false statimont will serve to disqualify in this and Amid%examinations.
1. Have yfu V41 been previously examined by this commission?.. if so, for what position 1V41 411110 a1141 title ut examination.)

Wenb con successful in the examination ?
4. Po oti use intoxicating everageg? If so, to cv-hat extent.:S. What Is your exact age?
n. What 1$ your exact height?
7. 1'liat is your exact weight?
S. NVith respect to your education, state fully and In detail the names and locations ofthe schools you have attended. State whether you are a grultia6, of any grain-.

mar, high, or private schi)ol, and date of your griptiltation.
9. Are you employed now ? If go, what in the nature of your employment ? If not,how long have you been unemployed?

11. !lave you ever been employe.I its t1 janitor In 0111rge of SC hoot building Or tiny other101ding". Give full particulars.
11. NN'llat experience have you 11:111 III the. work of a janitor, 0411110% or helper? Statepart icula rs.
12. What experience have you.had in the care and operation of steam tbligines. boilers,and electrical apparntui? Slane partict3larK.
13. What experience have you 111111 in the opPration of liPating anti ventilating plants?Stattb particulars.'
14. What experience have you had as a machinist? Ptate particulars.15. To what extent. have you bad charge stud direction of others? State details..1(3. State Ihat other experience, in'addition to the foregoing, you have had A11!eit 01114tend to At yon. for the duties of this position.
17. Give it list of the positions you have held &minor the last five years, InCluding the'length of time employed, the nature of the work done, and the salary receivedin each case.
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18. (live the names and addresses of five responsible performs for reference.

SPZ/AANG.

1. Janitor.
2. Szatem.
S. 4ilder.
4. Sanitary.
5. Healthful.
6. Entrance.
7. Supplies
8. Cleanser.
9. Respect.

10. Control.
11. Assistant.
12. Promptness.
13. Heater.

14. Ventilate.
15. Whitlow.
16. llonesty,
17. Careful.
1$. important.
19. l'rolertake.
29. 1.1a.knoard,-
2l. .

22. Prils.rty.
21. Conti) lain.
24. Teacher.
25. Room. s,

1. If a man earns $1,000 n year and spends $14.60 a week, how much will he save la
one year?

2. In a certain school there are 868 present on Monday, 7941 present on Tuesday. 824
on Wednesday, 812 on Thursday, and 848 on Friday, whut Is the avertrge numbir
of pupils present per day?

ICA school. janitor, In charge of a school holbling .containin IA rooms. neelses $6 50
per month fiiertch tr.rolu. If II, pays out $40 r month for 11,1p, how norh does
he earn per °nth?

4. A certain Kehl., U.'S 4 tons of coal ver week : how oran tons .tf coat will toe

quired to fun this school from Novcrot.er 1 to April
re

t Iii TIFS.

1. Awsuming that you have been.-htipointed 'antler In (barge of a modern 24'roomsehool
building, outline fully youi duties.

2. As janitor in charge of a large ro h-ool building, what oOld be your daily routine of
work. and what things would anti lOok lifter peraonally?

8. (lire a complete set of instructions to both male end female assistants as to their
conduct and work under your charge.

4. Explain fully the proper attitude of Ow jonitot in charge toald the pupils, rind his
responsibilitv in connection with the order and discipline cf the school.

S. Your school is ffornIshed with new desks and equipment throughout. nuttine care.
fully, a plop for taking care of the classroom furniture In order that it may be
kept In prOper condition.

What are the chief things to he looked after In regard to the sanitary condition of the
building? Outline -folly what you would In in rder to ke. the tuilittug. in all
parts, in an absOlutely sanitary condition.

7. What is the duty of the janitor In charge with respect to safety and prevention of
Are, and how would you undertake to keep the tire risk, In your building, at a,.
minimum?

A. What are the duties of the janitor In charge when supplies of various kinds are
being delivered to the achool by local contractors?

APPENDIX B.
REGULATIONS FOR THE CLEANINp AND CARE., OF SCHOOL I.

BUILDING -AND GROUNDS.

The following directions for the cleaning and care of school buildin and grounds are
taken from the excellent set of Rules and Regulations for Janitorial S rvIce In the Piiblle
t4choola of Minneapolis, Minn.:

1. Each head janitor shall he responsible for the cleanly condition o his building, and
he must be observant of dirt, dust, and bad odors and see that same removed with-
out having special attention constantly called thereto. Il
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2. In order that the school building may be properly cleaned; janitors are to be per-mitted by the principal to begin their schoolrocm cleaning not later than 20 minutesafter the close of the afternoon session.
3. Under no circumstances is there to be any sweeping done awhile the schools are in',ion, with the exception of corridors and stairs, except by permission of the principalof the school.
4 Under no circumstances shall coal oil or kerosene be used for cleaning purposes.

When no night school is held, each school building must be carefully and thorsMirtdy
swept each school day. the work to be commeneed 20 minutes after the close of the lastsessien and to include the entire building, together with outside closets, If any.

re In buildigs where night school is held the janitor 0111 pick up after the close ofthe do session all waste paper and rubbish from the floors Ana furniture of the roomsa hi It are used for itight school, and shall in other ways put the school in a neat andclean condition before the opening of the night session, and shrill have the building prop-erl) lighted and heated onehalf hour before the opening of the night session.7. In buildings where evening school eessIons are held all classrooms and other floorspa- e used for night, school must be thoroughly swept, commencing 15 minutes after the,less of the night session.
S. Assemlity halls W. kept in as neat eondition as classrooms.
. The special sweepmg uompound furnished by the Istard of education shall betoed when sweeping.
I". All woodwork, moldings, window sills, wainscoting, handrails. radiators, pianos,pictures, castsshelves. chalk troughs, principals' desks, teachers' tables, pupils' seatsNIA desks. Admire, furnitife, and apparatus of every description must be thoroughlydusted pitch school day.
11. Every school huilaing roust be thoroughly cleaned three limes each year, ns fol-loss :
liming the summer., C(Istmas, and Easter vacations, the engineers and janitors shallth,,Noighly brush all as s, tilings, and window shades of their respective buildingsbefore procrssling to wash the woopwork, which shall include oil-painted sails, (Woes,hasels,ards, calaiscoting, doers, friaries, sash, and all painted and varnished woodwork.The y shall thoroughly wash with water the glass in all windows, transoms, and furni-ture, and dust all picture tuoieilug and the fronts /Rid hacks of all pictures. The floorsof all entries. halls. passage's, stairways, corridors, and all rooms oecuNed for schoolimiroses end stair landings shall then first be well scrubbed with scrub Ismail's-and thenmetassi, according to special instructions to he given by the bead Janitor-engineer to thehead Janitor of each school.
12. (lead janitors shall see that the floors of a1,1 principals' offices, teachers' rooms,health promotion rooms, cooking rooms, and toilet rooms are cleaned every week, ac-cording to speOal instructions to he given by the head Janitor-engineer for each school."13. All rooms not in general use shall be kept clean and tidy a' all times.14. ('hairs and works shall be washed three times a year and St same time theplieral cleaning is done.
17e. Chairs and desks which have been oevpied by pupils who have contracted',to:igloos disease shall at once be thoroughly washed with a disinfectant to be fur-nished by the supply department.

Kludergarten rooms must be thoroughly swept and dusted after the morningsession as well us after the afternoon session,
17. Kindergarten floors must be scrubbed at least once each week and must be. wipedof with a damp mop or rag each morning before school opens.
IS. Manual training rooms shall be thoroughly swept and dusted each day afterthe rooms are used and all _shavings, sawdust, and rubbish must be removed.19. The cooking room, including pantry and dining room, shall be scrubbed ou-e4.0.ry week, and shall be swept and dusted, and the garbage bucket emptied andcleaned each day that the room Is used.
20. Extra precautions shall be taken in cleaning around the radiators, and to seethat rags, paper or any other material of an inflammable nature does not come in contactwith the radiatorts(by being on or behind them.
21. In buildings heated by hot-air furnaces, and where floor registers are used; theregister boxes must be cleaned at least once a week, and oftener If necessary.22. Doors and,Ifoor knobs- of schoolrooms and handrails and banisters of stairs shallbe washed at/least twice each month with a disinfectant to be furnished by the supplydepartment.
23. Janitors shall keep gas. and electric fixtures clean, reuioving dust and dirt fromInterior of all Xray reflectors at least once each month.
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24. Janitors are required to see that all blackboard erasers are properly ch,aned In
the basement of their respective build4figs every day.

25. Janitors shall wash and till theink wells whenever PO requested by the principal.
26. Janitors shall wash all blackboards and clean all chalk troughs every Szaturday.
27. Janitors shall see that no gram is permitted to grow in the crevices of paved

yards and walks and that no weeds are allowed to grow on yards or boulevards.
s 28. AU planted ground shall be Weeded regularly during the entire -season and the

earth around shrubbery, plants, garden plats, etc., spaded up as often as necessary ani,1
at least once each session.

29. The grass on all school lawns and boulevards shall be watered, cut, trimmed,
and raked in season at least every two weeks, and all trees, shrubs, and plants sprinkled,

30. All midewlks, pavements, and yards shall bc; swept as often as Is required to
keep them in good condition and at least twice each week.

31. All outhouses, areas, light courta, sidewalks, gutters, playgrounds, grass pints.
lawns, storerooms, boiler rooms, cellars.- attics, roofs, etc., shall be kept In a nearand tidy condition free from all rubbish, stones, litter, pieces of paper, and other
waste matter of every description, and clean and in order at all times, and the janitor,
Is to allow no accumulation of paper, wood, ashes, or refuse of any kind therein or
thereon, and a tour of inspection tot' the observance of these conditions shall be made.
at least once every day.

32. The urinal troughs and the floors arotind them shall be flushed with a hose after
every recess period.

33. All closet seats shall be kept firy and bowls flushed during school sessions.
34, The urinal troughs, seats of the closets. fixtures, and floors shall be washed and

isinfected every' day after school sessions, and tanks in connection with water.eloset,rSit
st be kept free from mud and other sediment.
35. The water-closet bowls and urinals and all partitions to urinals and hacks i.t

same alitall be cleaned at least once each week with a disinfectant to be furnished by lb,.
supply department.

36. At all times a sufficient supply of toilet paper shall he kept In each toilet room
and towels wherever there ik a lavatory.
-37. All toilet paper and towel racks out of order t he reported at once
88. The water and gas shall be turned off at the pply mains at the close of each

school day and on again just before the opening of school in the morning. Every pre.
caution shall be taken in cold weather to prevent all pipes and other apparatus from
freezing and to see that all plumbing fixtures are drained during freezing weather. All
damage resulting from freezing of plumbing, pipes, apparatus, or other tixturefe will i,
charged to the janitor. ,.

39, In extremely cold weather, after the water has been shut off from the buildin4,
drain the toilet and urinal tanks, open all faucets, and then fill toilet bowls and traps
on fixtures with a solution of salt water.

40. All slop sinks, washbowls, and other fixtures throughout the building shall J., .
cleaned every school day.

41. Janitors shall not clean nor allow any ssistanfs to clean the 'windows
of their school buildings on the outside while agon the outside window sllis or
ledges of the school buildings withost the use of a window platform or harness furnished
for ttiat purpose. .42. After snowstorms! a path is to be cleared on all walks and seeps in and abeut the
school premises before 8 a. m., so as to provide access to the several entrances to the
buildings and to outhouses.

43. All snow and Ice mast be removed from steps, fire escapes, entrances, and'inside
and outside walks of the school premises beforee 1.2 o'clock noon of the same (lay that
the storm oeeurs.

44. Janitors shall sprinkle sand or ashes or salt upon sidewalks when they are It a
slippery condition; a supply of sand, ashes, or salt for this purpose to be kept on hand.

45, Janitors shall keep fire escapes clear and clean at all times.
46. Floors paved with marble, slate, cement, terrazzo, or'other material shall be

washed as frtspiently as may be necessary to keep them clean.
47. During the winter months the boiler room, engine room, and Inside of all

fresh -air shafts are to be whitewashed.
48. Special attention Is to be given to the flow of water in urinals, drinking fountains,

etc., and all leaks promptly stopped, and the watts!' for urinals, drinklog fountains, etc.,
turned off as soon as school I. dismissed. . - .49. The electric entre, or lighting, power, and stereopticon shall be shut off
from the building at the .. Itch each night before leaving the builditfg.
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51. All refuse matter, excelaior, waste paper, oil waste. oilyband dirty rags, sweeplegs,
ruithit4h, vegetable matter, animal matter, and all inflammable or combustible materialsshall he collected and placed in receptacles 'provided for That purpose, and then burned
or removed from the building.; each .day.

51. No smoking or ctwwing of tobacco in or about the building or premises will be
A llowed. .

52. The use of intoxicants while ip or about the school or premises is strictly pro-,
r)::. No matches.shall be allowed in school buildings, except safety matches, whichshall be under the immediate charge of t head janitor.
54. 'The use of alcohol, gasoline, or coal-oil stoves hi not to be allowed for anypurpose, whateVer, except when used y teachers for the instruction of pupils.571. The janitor is to use extraordinary precast tons against fire, and is to Infamiliar with the use and care of fire extinguishfrs.

APPENDIX C.

SCHEDULE OF COMPENSATION FOR JANITOR SERVICE IN THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF BOSTON, MASS.

(SCHOOL DOCUMENT NO. 1 0-1 9 1 81 BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS. )

SECTION 1.----FArTOUS USED.
The total compensation for janitor service is based on the following five factors:1. Cleaning.

2. Heating, ventilation, and superintendence.
3. Washing windows.
4. Care of yards pnd sidewalks.
5. ('are of lawns.

SECTION 2. OTHER FACTORS.

Because many other factors do' not appear In -this schedule, it does not mean thatthey are not paidimfor but that in order to get a simple, workable formula the paymenthas been reduced to the basis of these fiVe and is established at a rate sufficiently highto cover the compensation for all others.
p SECTION 3.-4CURIC CONTENTS. '

'Wherever the;term " cubic contents" is used In this schedule it is intended to meanthe total cubic conttents of the building computed in accordanc4 with the rule of theNational Association of School Accounting and Business Officials and indorsed by theAmerican Institute of Architects, which establishes' 11 standard method of computingsuch cubic contents for the purpose of making comparisons of the costs of school build-
ing4*, and which is as follows :

The ttrea of the outside of the building at the first floor shall be multip/led by theheight of the building from the under Ride of the general basement floor to the meanheight of the roof. When portions of the building are built to 'different heights, eachportion Is to be taken as an individual unit and-the foregoing rule applied.In applying this rule, however, the following modifications shall be made :In the NMI of pitch-roof buildings with unused attics, deduction will b.e made of avolutne suet] as would reduce the cubic contents of the building to that which lt,wouldhave If fitted with a fiat roof.
For the purpOse of applying this schedule, the cubic contents of the bulklinks shallbe such as shall have been certified by the schoolhouse commission.

Sigcnox 4.RATES.
It should be thoroughly undeprtood that no matter how large 'the building the vom-pensation for eicanfag for the Arst 0.000 cubic feet shall be at the rate of $0.004, forthe second 10,000 cubic feet at the rate of $0.0038, for the third 10,000 scubic feet atthe rate of $0.0036, and so on as per schedule up to the total cubic contents of thebuilding,
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In the same way for the heating, ventilation, and superiotendence of a building of
Class A, no matter how large, the compensation for the first 10,000 cubic feet shall
be at the rate of $0.005; for the next 10,000 cubic feet at the rate of $0.0044, and so
on as per schedule up to the total cubic contents of the building.

For the heating, ventilation, and superintendence of a building of Class B, no matter
how large, the compensation for the first 10,000 cubic feet shall be at the rate of
$0.005, for the next 10.000 at the rate of $0.0047, for the next 10,000 at the rate of
$0.0044, and so on as per. schedule up to the total cubic contents of the building.

SECTION 5.CLEANING.

Compensation for cleaning shall be on the basis of the total cubic contents of the
building and at the following rates:

Contents.

To and including 10,000 cubic( eat
Over 10,000 to and including 20,(0X)ctibicleet
Over 20,000 to and including 30,(1)0 cubic feet
Over 30,000 to and including 40,010 cubic feet
Over 40,000 to and i nilludIng 50,000 cub c feet
Over 50,000 to andi ncludllig 130,000 cubic feet
Over 60,000 to and including 704000 cubic feet
Over 70,000 to and including 80,000 cubic feet
Over 80,010 to and including 00,000 cubic feet
Over 99,000 to and including 100,000 cubic feet
Over 100,000 to and including 2tg1.000 cubic feet.
Over 200,000 to and including 3.000,010 cubic feet
Qver 3,000,000 to and including 4,000,000 cubic feet

Rare
(per cubic

food.

SO. not
. 01138

.0034
.0(134
. 01.M2
.003
.00'27
.0024 N,
, 0022
. 002
.no15
.

OU0i

SECTIoN f3. fiEATING, VENTILATIoN ANN SUPERINTENDENCE.
NS

Compensation shall be on tlie basis of the total cubic contents of the building.
As it is a recognized fact Mai it. requires a higher degree of intelligence and
to operate and care for the heating and ventilating plants of certain buildings than
it does for others, they have been divided into two classesclass A and class B
in the order of such requirements for intelligence and skill, and the compensation
has been fixed in such a manner as to recognize this difference.

While it is also recognized that buildings heated by furnaces or stoves and without
fans for the main ventilation do not requiri; as much intelligence and skill for Un
operation as do the steamfeated huildints, they have been put in class 13 on account
of the large amount of labor required In their operat lot*

SECTION 7.CLAnStincAilON 4,n, BUILDINGS.

School buildings shall be divided into tWo classes as follows:
Class A : (1) Buildings In which are installed fans and engines or motors for the

,main ventilation by the plenum system ; (2) buildings in which are installed fans
and engines for the main ventilation*y the exhaust system.

These buildiings are usually fitted with both the direct and indirect system of
steam heating, but in some cases are heated in part by furnaces.

Class ill: (1) Buildings heated by steam or hot water, but without fans, engines
or motors for the main ventilation ; (2) buildings; heated by steam, but with fans
and motors for the main ventilation by the exhaust system ; (3) buildings hinted
wholly by furnaces, but with fans and motors for the main ventilation by the pkuum
system ; (4) buildings heated by furnaces or stoves and without fans for the main
ventilation.

Buildings in which there are installed two types of beating and ventilating apparatus
of substantially equal importance shall be classified according to the superior type
of such apparatus.

The classification of buildings shall not be raised above that determined by the
main heating and ventilating plant in consequence of the type of such apparatus
installed 10 eanitaries or in additions to the main building containing not more than
three rooms,
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SECTION 8. CLASS A.-11SAT1140, VENTILATION, AND SUPERINTENDENCE.

Compensation for buildings of this class shall be at the following rates:

53

'Contents. Rate (per
cubic foot).

To aid including 10,000 cubic feet 50. 005Over 10,000 to and including 20,000 cubic feet .0047Over 20,000 to and I minding 30,000 cubic feet .0044Over 30,000 to andi ncluding 40,000 cubic feet .004Over 40,000 to andincluding 50,000 cubic( eet .0098Over 50,000 to and i ncluding 60,000 cubic feet .0082Over 01,000 to andi ncluding 70,000 cubiefeet ' .0029Over 70,000 to midi minding 80,000 cubiefeet .0025Over 80,000 to andi Deluding 90,000 cubic feet .0022Over 90,000 to and including 100,090 cubic feet.. .0018Over 100,000 to and I ncluding 200,000 cubic feet. 0015Over 200,000 to and i ncluding 500,000 cubic feet. 00125Over 500,000 to and including 2,000,000 cubic feet .001
Over 2,01)0,000 to and ncluding'4,000,000 cubic feet and over .0301i

SF:CTIoN II. CLANS B.- 1IEATI NO, VE NT ILATIoN, AND SPERI NTEND NCE.

Compensation for buildings of ibis class shall be at the following rates : .

Contents. Rate (per
cubic foot).

To and including 10,000 cubic feet .005Over 10,000 to and including 20,000 cubic feet .0047Over '20,1100 tri and i winding 30,000 cubic feet .0044Over 30,000 to and including 40,000 cubic feet...., .004Over 10,000 to and Including 50,000 cubic feet .0005Over 50,000 to and i ncluding 60.000 cubic f .0002Over 01,000 to andincluding 70,000 cubic feet .0020
Over 70,0CA to andi nein ding 80,000 cubic f eet .0025Over s0,000 to andi winding 90,000 cubic feet .0022
Over (51,154) to and including 100,000 cubic feet .0018Over 100,000 to and including 200,000 cubic feet .00126Over 200,(01 to and including 500,000 cubic feet. .0000
Over 500,000 to and including 1,000,000 cubic feet and over .0006

SECTION 10.-=-WASIIIrl WINDOWS.

Compensation for trashing windows 'shall be on the basis of the total area of the
sashes and at the rate of 54 mills ($0.0055). per square foot for one washing on both
sides of the glass.

Add Mona I washings per year, as called for by the existing'rules or when ordered by
school committee, shall be at the abovelrate for washing both sides of the glass, and

nt one-half the above rate for washing one side of the glarts.
Tile above rate applies to all windows, transoms, doors, and doors in permanent

bookcases in the building.

SECTION 1 1 YAM'S AND SIDA)WALKS.

Compensation ,f9r core of yards and 'sidewalks shall be on the basis of their total area
and at the rate of 3 mills ($0.003) per square foot.

SECTION 12.-Cane OF LAWNS.

Compensation for care of lau-Os shall he on the basis of their total area and at the
rate of 3f1, mills ($0.0033) per square foot.

SECTION 13. --CARE AND SUPERVISION or CHILDREN IN BATHS.

Compensation of janitors for care and supervision of children in baths is not includedin tiils schedule.

SECTION 14.-- EXTENDED ME OF SCHOOL. BUILDINOti.

This schedule does not include compensation for evening schools, social centers, vaca-
tion scbools, playgrounds, lectures, or concerts.
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SECTION 15.Wssu1 NU FLOORS. 6
No extra compensation ahnli be allowed for the washing of floors required by the

exist lag
1. Ordered, That the compensation for the Janitor service of the siveral buildings

occupied by the city for 801,46 purposes and equipped with complete and Independent
systems of heating apparatus, unless otherwise (miens', shall ire established in aceurd-
ance with the foregoing schedule, to take effect September 6. 1915, and to continue
until otherwisj ordered: and that the areas used In the determination of such salaries
shall be such as shall have been respectively certified, by the sch6olliouse custodian and
approved by the ,school committee: and that the cubic (I tents of such 1)1111(11mo used in
the determination of such ',whirl** shall he such as have been respectively rvrtitieci by
the schoolhouse commission aid approved by the school committee.

2. Ordered, That the compensation for the janitor service of a single building shall
he arrived at in the following wiltIller: The several amounts determined by applyluethe rates of compensation for cleaning. heating, ventilation, and s tperint,ndetwe to
the cubic contents of the buildings, and by applying the rates of compensation for
washing of window" and the care of wag, eideoralks, and lawns to the areal, of such
items shall .he added together, and such sum shall be the anneal compensatlen for
janitor service.

3. Ordered, That the compensation 'for the janitor service of buildlings (ell:dela;
not more than one classroom and not In charge of tie+ janitor of a larger .ehool
building and not occupied by classes in manual training or cookery shall be at tierate of $ :i per week. 40

4. Ordered, That the compensation for the janitor service of buildings containing
not more than oneellissrooin and nut in charge of the janitor of it larger school hillIding
and occupies! by classes in manual training or cookery shall he at the rate of per
week.

5: Ordered, That the compensation for the _tardier service of 101;1111111g eontainine ssa
more than one classroom. when in charge of the janitor of a larger school hufldia g,
and not occupied by classes in manual training or cookery, shall be at the rote of
$1.95 per week.

6. Ordered. That the compensntIon for the janitor service ofibuildliuts containIne not
more than one classroSra, when in charge of the janitor of n larger aelax)1
and when occupied by classes in minor)! training or cookery, shall be at the rate of
$2,60 Per week.

7. Ordered, That the compensation for cleaning, heating', ventilation, and super
intendence sefriee of n huildiing containing slot less than two classrooms and not
In etterge of _the janitor of another building shall in no came be lets( than $4541 per year.

5. Ordered, That the compensation for the Janitor service of bhildings containing not
containing two or more classrooms, and In charge of the same janitor, shall be a, per
schedule for-the find and largest building. 'For each additional building full selosiole
rates shall be allowed for washing of windows, care of yards and sidewalks, and care of
fawns. For cleaning, heating, ventilation, it nd imperintendence of suet( additional build
Ingo the compensation shall be KO per eel/ tom of schedule rates.

O. Ordered, That during the oci racy of the Trade School for Girls as- an in-
dustrial school, the janitor be paid at the rate of $14.45. per week In addition to
the regular rate for that building, uch compensation does not Include payment for
services which may be rendered beaum of evening occupancy of the building.

10. Ordered, That during the occupancy of the !trimmer School Minding as an
industrial school, the janitor of that building he paid at the rate of $12.02 per week
in addition to the regular schedule rate for that building. Such compensation does
not include payment for services which may be rendered because of evening occupancyof the building.

11. Ordered, That in addition to the compensation provided by the salary schedule,
the Janitor of the Mechanic Arts High School shall be paid at the rate of $28.20 per
week for the additional cleaning of shops and lavatories required.

12. Ordered, That additional compensation at the rate of $36.64 per week be allovis1
the Janitor a the Boston Trade School for the services of an engineer to operate the
electric generating plant and for Ole daily sweeping of approxlmateq 27,000 square feet
of floor space owed for shop work, this sweeping being estimated in accordance with the
salary schedule, said 'compensation to take, effect September O. 1915,

13. Ordered, That in addition to the compensation provided in the schedule of cern-
penaation for jnnitop of school building,,, the Janitor of the English High and Public
Latin .Schoolhouse shall be at the rate of $0.75 per'week for Janitor service id connection
with the occupancy of part of the bulldlag fur school committee supply rooms.
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14. Ordered, That the schoolhouse commission is hereby requested to certify to the

cubic contents of all the school buildings in the city, computed in accordance with
section 3 of the Schedule of Compensation for Janitor Service of School Buildings,
adopted t-leptember. 4, 1918.

15. Ordered, That the compensation for the Janitor service of buildings occupied for
school purposes, but In which the heating apparatus is not complete, but is supplied by
heat from a plant not under the control of the Janitor and not In charge of 'another
Janitor under the control of the school committee, shall. be established in the following
manner : Full schedule rate shall be allowed for cleaning, washing, windows, care of.
yards and sidewalks, and care of lawns; for heating, ventilation, and superihtendence,
the compensation shalt be at the rate of 50 per cent= (50 per cent) of the schedule rate.

16. Ordered. That the annual compensation for the janitor service of each building or
group of buildings shall be paid to the person appointed to the position of "Janitor': ofeach building or group of buildings in weekly instalments, and each such weekly instal-
ment shall be 7/365 of the annual competvation as iset forth in orders No.:: and No. 7.

ordered, That the salary of school matrons Is hereby established at the rate of six
hundred and forty-four dollars ($644) per annum, to take effect September 11, 1918, and
to you name until otherwise ordered.

Application of sellcdule of rates to particular buildings.

Name of school.

-

Cubical
contents

unused

space.

1,

minus

at tic

.

(leaning.

Heating,
rentilat-
lug, and
superb'.

tendence.

,.. leaning'''windows.

-

Care of
sidewalks
and yards.

8

Caro ,"lawns.

$14.38

42.87
19.05

11. 77
53. 78.

...

12.47

Total.

$1,341.41
1,140.87
1, 742.30
1,904.13
3, 053.33
1,876.37
3, 468.11

973.39
1,417.9e
1, 743182

995.48
1, 584.65

Bennett
I Iarnon
I: merson
I ;aston
Hancock
Lowell
Mather
Parkman
Quincy
it lee
Tappan
W ell i

$618.75
480.00
796.58
909.40

1,100. 26
883.21

1, 520.04
455.18
716.72
844. 52
itilf 08

55

3615.38
492.30
759. 79
816.20
911.63
803.10

1, 835. 04
46908
70. 35
783.76
471.67
801.19

$42.87
31. 42
71.91
89.88

102. 04
10,5.81
169.83
25.99
82.83
56.89
44.02
l.6.30

$52.03
136.01
71.15
69.80

113.27
.72.48
89.43
22 26
23.06
46. 18
22.71
27.61

363,751
227, 004
543, 583
650, 400
847, 201
630, 208
267 043
202, 180
463,718
591, 522
204, 078
440, 553

O

I




